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Recent advances in data architectures have shifted from on-premises to the
cloud. However, new challenges emerge as data explosion continues to expand
at an exponential rate. As a result, my Ph.D. research focuses on addressing the
following challenges.
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lowest layer, along with distributed caching and routing functionality above it.
FileScale performs comparably to the single-machine architecture at a small scale,

while enabling linear scalability as the file system metadata increases.
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Chapter 1:

1.1

Introduction

Overview
The cloud benefits have driven many recent efforts to port data analytics

from on-premises to cloud. The migration of workloads has led in a fast expansion
of cloud services, resulting in significant innovation and new research problems.
In this dissertation, we aim to address the following question: How can cloud infrastructure be used to rethink the next-generation cloud data systems to tackle
large-scale storage, computation, and data migration concerns as the data explosion proceeds at an exponential rate? We built three systems: FileScale, Flock, and
Bullfrog to study and tackle the difficulties of the cloud data architecture, including scalability of storage, fine-grained elasticity of computing, and exactly-once
online schema evolution. We now describe each of these works in more detail in
the following sections.

1.2

FileScale
Cloud data warehouses such as Snowflake [1, 2], BigQuery [3], Redshift [4]

often rely on storage systems such as distributed file systems or object stores to

1

store massive amounts of data. The growth of data volumes is accompanied by
an increase in the number of unstructured byte contents of the files stored and
the amount of the structured metadata such systems must manage. In general,
it is easier to scale the unstructured data than the structured data, since there is
no requirement to perform atomic transactions that update the unstructured bits
across multiple files.
However, scaling the structured data is more challenging for several reasons:
First, there is a requirement for ACID transactions that may access data in multiple partitions. For example, recursively deleting or changing the permissions of a
directory affect that directory and all its contents (sub-directories are treated recursively), and must occur atomically. Similarly, moving or copying a file from a
location inside one partition to a location inside another partition also must occur
atomically and serializably. Second, metadata is repeatedly accessed throughout
file system requests for verifying paths, checking permissions, and finding data
relevant to a request, and cannot afford excessive delays for multi-node coordination.
An alternative approach is to store the metadata in a distributed database
system that manages the partitioning of the metadata, and guarantees atomicity,
isolation, and durability of all transactions. However, performance and efficiency
can be a problem. When the file system logic is running outside of the database
system, there are typically many round trips between the file system logic and
database layer for each file system request. These round trips can add up to substantial increased latency, and reduced efficiency of system resources.
2

To enhance storage scalability and improves availability to handle the massive growth in data needs of an ever-growing number of applications, by treating
metadata management similar to data management, we built FileScale, an HDFSbased file system that replaces metadata management in HDFS with a three-tiered
distributed architecture that incorporates a high throughput, distributed mainmemory database system at the lowest layer, along with distributed caching and
routing functionality above it, so that most requests can be served with asynchronous, batched interactions with the database layer. This architecture enables
FileScale to be a simple upgrade over existing HDFS implementations in which
all interfaces — both internally and externally — remain the same, and the performance on a single node is nearly identical to the original HDFS implementation. However, as the metadata scales, the architecture transparently partitions
the metadata over a shared-nothing cluster of nodes, achieving linear scalability
relative to performance on a single node.

1.3

Flock
Many high-volume data sources, such as sensor measurements, machine

logs, user interactions on a website or mobile application, and the Internet of
Things, operate in real time. Stream processing systems are critical to providing the freshest possible data and driving organizations to make faster and better
automated decisions. These jobs show high variability and unpredictability, up
to an order of magnitude more than the average load [5, 6]. This, along with the

3

broad variety of user SLOs, makes statically configuring and tuning streaming
systems extremely difficult. Furthermore, traditional server-centric deployments
use clusters provisioned with a fixed pool of storage and compute resources to execute these jobs, it can frequently suffer from resource under- or over-provisioning,
leading to resource wastage or performance degradation, respectively.
Serverless platforms [7, 8, 9] fulfill the promise of transparent resource elasticity in the cloud [10, 11, 12]. Under the Function as a Service (FaaS) serverless
model, developers decompose their applications into short-lived cloud functions.
The ease of programming, fast elasticity, and fine-grained pricing in FaaS platforms allow for fine-grained scaling of resources to meet spiky demand, making
them an appealing solution for streaming processing. The FaaS model provides
more fine-grained elasticity with sub-second start-up times that can dynamically
match the per-query basis with continuous scaling. Further, its billing methods
are more fine-grained with millisecond granularity. Therefore a FaaS-based service is low cost to operate under low demand and can scale automatically to a
high load at a proportional cost.
To explore the promise of function services for stream processing, we built
Flock, a cloud-native streaming query engine that runs on FaaS platforms. Existing approaches [13, 14, 15, 16] take advantage of the on-demand elasticity of
cloud object storage services, such as Amazon S3 [17] to shuffle data, which increases the performance cost and compromises the advantages of a serverless system. Instead, Flock passes data through the invocation’s payload between cloud
functions. This removes the need to read and write data from an external store
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service. Payload invocation also eliminates the requirement for a query coordinator from the data architecture since Flock does not leverage any external storage service as a communication medium between functions. Flock supports the
vectorized processing on ARM processors, which brings 20% speedup and reduce costs by more than 30% on x86. Flock is thus the first streaming query engine, to the best of our knowledge, to support standardized abstractions, SQL and
Dataframe API, on cloud function services, allowing users and engineers to avoid
the time-consuming process of manually translating SQL into cloud workflows
on heterogeneous hardware.

1.4

BullFrog
Software as a Service, or SaaS, is a method of software product delivery to

end-users over the internet and via pay-as-you-go pricing in which the software
is centrally hosted and managed by the cloud service provider. Continuous Deployment (CD) in SaaS, an aspect of DevOps, is the increasingly popular practice
of frequent, automated deployment of software changes. To realize the benefits
of CD, it must be straightforward to deploy updates to both front-end code and
the database, even when the database’s schema has changed. Unfortunately, this
is where current practices run into difficulty. Schema changes occurred roughly
once per week in a dozen open-source applications [18]. Application developers
should be free to change the code and database schema as they see fit, without
concern for the complexities of deploying those changes later. Since downtime
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frequently is a concern, and with multiple updates happening per day, the simple
shutdown-and-restart approach is unacceptable.
We built BullFrog [19], a PostgreSQL extension that is the first system to use
lazy schema migration to support single-step, online schema evolution without
downtime, which achieves efficient, exactly-once physical migration of data under contention. When a schema migration is submitted, BullFrog initiates a logical switch to the new schema, but physically migrates affected data lazily, as it is
accessed by incoming transactions. BullFrog’s internal concurrency control algorithms and data structures enable concurrent processing of schema migration operations with post-migration transactions, while ensuring exactly-once migration
of all old data into the physical layout required by the new schema. BullFrog can
achieve zero-downtime migration to non-trivial new schemas with near-invisible
impact on transaction throughput and latency.

1.5

Outline
The remaining of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present

FileScale, a three-tier architecture that incorporates a distributed database system
as part of a comprehensive approach to metadata management in distributed file
systems. In Chapter 3, we propose Flock, a cloud-native streaming query engine
on cloud function services. In Chapter 4, we describe BullFrog, a relational DBMS
that supports single-step schema migrations — even those that are backwards
incompatible — without downtime, and without need for advanced warning. We
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conclude this dissertation and discuss the future work directions in Chapter 5.

7

Chapter 2:

FileScale: Fast and Elastic Metadata Management for
Distributed File Systems

Recent work has shown that distributed database systems are a promising
solution for scaling metadata management in scalable file systems. This work has
shown that systems that store metadata on a single machine, or over a shareddisk abstraction, struggle to scale performance to deployments including billions
of files. In contrast, leveraging a scalable, shared-nothing, distributed system for
metadata storage can achieve much higher levels of scalability, without giving up
high availability guarantees. However, for low-scale deployments – where metadata can fit in memory on a single machine – these systems that store metadata in a
distributed database typically perform an order of magnitude worse than systems
that store metadata in memory on a single machine. This has limited the impact
of these distributed database approaches, since they are only currently applicable
to file systems of extreme scale.
To address the challenge, we built FileScale, a three-tier architecture that
incorporates a distributed database system as part of a comprehensive approach
to metadata management in distributed file systems. In contrast to previous approaches, the architecture described in the chapter performs comparably to the
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single-machine architecture like HDFS at a small scale, while enabling linear scalability as the file system metadata increases.

2.1

Introduction
As the data stored by organizations rapidly expands, both the structured

metadata and unstructured byte contents of the files managed within file systems scale commensurately. In general, it is easier to scale the unstructured data
than the structured data, since there is no requirement to perform atomic transactions that update the unstructured bits across multiple files. Therefore, unstructured data can simply be placed in blocks that are partitioned across a sharednothing cluster of nodes (machines), and all operations on the unstructured data
are straightforward to parallelize across this cluster, with little-to-no coordination
across nodes except for replication.
However, scaling the structured data is more challenging for several reasons: First, there is a requirement for atomic, isolated, and durable transactions
that may access data in multiple partitions. For example, recursively deleting or
changing the permissions of a directory affect that directory and all its contents
(sub-directories are treated recursively), and must occur atomically. Similarly,
moving or copying a file from a location inside one partition to a location inside
another partition also must occur atomically and serializably. Second, metadata is
repeatedly accessed throughout file system requests for verifying paths, checking
permissions, and finding data relevant to a request, and cannot afford excessive
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delays for multi-node coordination.
The first generation of scalable file systems, such as GFS, HDFS, Lustre, Ursa
Minor, Farsite, and XtreemFS [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], focused on scaling the unstructured data linearly, but stored metadata in memory on a single machine. Despite the lack of scalability of metadata management, they managed to scale to
petabytes of data by using block sizes on the order of megabytes or gigabytes, and
limiting the number of unique files and directories under management, so that information about blocks, files and directories can fit in memory on the metadata
node (which was typically provisioned with copious amounts of memory). These
restrictions typically present no problems for data processing and large scale analysis workloads, which usually involve large scans and prefer large block sizes anyway. However, these restrictions are problematic for workloads that access data in
smaller quantities. In addition, even large scale analysis workloads that use large
blocks sizes are reaching the metadata limits of existing scalable file systems with
increasing frequency.
Furthermore, using a single machine [26] to handle all metadata requests
can become a performance bottleneck when it is overwhelmed by many concurrent client requests, along with processing heartbeats from the increasingly large
numbers of block-store servers in the system. Furthermore, it becomes a single
point of failure unless another machine that has identical provisions of copious
memory and processing capability runs alongside it, ready to take over at any moment. Therefore, solutions that remove the memory limitations by incorporating
fast external storage attached to the metadata node (e.g. [27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,
10

34, 35]) will not be sufficient in the long run.
One approach to scaling metadata is to partition it, but restrict atomicity and
isolation guarantees to only those requests that can be processed by a single partition. This is the approach taken by HDFS’s federation option [36, 37] where
the file system namespace is statically partitioned across completely independent
"NameNode" servers that store disjoint partitions of file system metadata, with
optional client-side routing tables [38] or a routing layer [39, 40, 41, 42] that direct metadata requests to the correct NameNode. Nonetheless, preventing multipartition requests limits the general applicability of these approaches, and reduces
the functionality of the file system.
An alternative approach is to store the metadata in a distributed database
system that manages the partitioning of the metadata, and guarantees atomicity,
isolation, and durability of all transactions — even those that span partitions [43,
44, 45]1 . These approaches have demonstrated that scalable database systems can
successfully scale all aspects of file system metadata management. However, performance and efficiency can be a problem. When the file system logic is running
outside of the database system, there are typically many round trips between the
file system logic and database layer for each file system request. These round trips
can add up to substantial increased latency, and reduced efficiency of system resources. For example, the HopsFS paper reported that it took 3 NameNodes and 2
database servers to match the throughput that the single active HDFS NameNode
1

Although Colossus[46] and Giraffa [47] use scalable data stores (BigTable [48] and
HBase [49]), they do not support multi-partition requests because they lack strongly consistent
distributed transactions.
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is able to achieve [44]. On the other hand, building the file system logic into the
database system requires rip-and-replace upgrades of existing file system technology and has yet to be shown to be a generally applicable approach.
In this chapter, we describe the design of FileScale, an HDFS-based file system that replaces metadata management in HDFS with a three-tiered distributed
architecture that incorporates a high throughput, distributed main-memory database
system at the lowest layer, along with distributed caching and routing functionality above it, so that most requests can be served with asynchronous, batched interactions with the database layer. This architecture enables FileScale to be a simple
upgrade over existing HDFS implementations in which all interfaces — both internally and externally — remain the same, and the performance on a single node
is nearly identical to the original HDFS implementation. However, as the metadata scales, the architecture transparently partitions the metadata over a sharednothing cluster of nodes, achieving linear scalability relative to performance on a
single node. Experiments that compare FileScale to a recently published stateof-the-art file-system-over-database-system implementation show that FileScale
is orders of magnitude more efficient.

2.2

HDFS Background
HDFS is perhaps the most widely deployed distributed file system today for

machine learning and data analytics [50, 51, 52]. It uses a leader/follower architecture in which a NameNode manages all file system metadata and regulates
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data access on behalf of clients. Files are split into one or more blocks, and these
blocks are replicated across a set of DataNodes in a shared-nothing architecture.
NameNodes execute metadata operations over the set of inodes accessed by a request. Each inode stores information about a file or directory. For read requests,
it returns the list of blocks (and their DataNode location) that are accessed by the
request. DataNodes interact directly with clients, serving read and write requests.
They also perform block creation, deletion, and replication when instructed to do
so by the NameNode.
NameNode durability is implemented via a write-ahead log called the EditLog.
Recovery is performed by loading a checkpoint called a FSImage and then replaying the EditLog over this image file. This process can be time consuming.
Therefore, for improved high availability, HDFS allows for the deployment of a
hot-standby that continuously, asynchronously, keeps the FSImage merged with
the EditLog, so that it can take over with only minor delay when the primary
NameNode crashes or temporarily goes down.

2.3

System Architecture
FileScale is designed to serve as a drop-in replacement for HDFS, main-

taining an identical API at the client side, and intercepting communication with
the HDFS NameNode and redirecting it across FileScale’s distributed NameNode
implementation. FileScale replaces HDFS’s single NameNode with a three-tiered
architecture that collectively provide a more scalable implementation of the iden-
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Figure 2.1: System Architecture of FileScale. Inodes are small circles that sit in
the NameNode’s memory.
tical NameNode functionality. These three tiers implement routing, caching, and
stable storage of file system metadata.
The high level architectural design of FileScale is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
When a client makes a request to FileScale, a proxy server receives the request
and routes it to a NameNode based on the file path of that request. The NameNode functions in FileScale as a cache of a subset of metadata. If the metadata
relevant to the request is currently in the cache of the NameNode that receives it,
it can respond immediately. Otherwise, either the relevant data is brought into
cache, or this request is forwarded and processed as a transaction in the database
layer. The results of the request are then returned to the client, which typically
contain locations of DataNodes where the raw data is stored. The DataNode code
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in FileScale is identical to the DataNode code in HDFS. The following sections
2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 provide more detail on each layer of FileScale’s architecture.

2.4

Database Layer
FileScale stores all file system metadata in a distributed database system

that is partitioned and replicated across a shared-nothing cluster. FileScale uses
a modular architecture such that any ACID-compliant SQL database system could
be used. However, some functionality is implemented within stored procedures
(see Section 2.4.2) so some new code is necessary to add support for a new system.
The codebase currently supports VoltDB [53] and Apache Ignite [54].

2.4.1

Data Model
File systems typically store metadata as a tree of inodes with a root corre-

sponding to the root directory, and children corresponding to directories and files
located in the parent directory. Files are always leaves of this tree (i.e. they have
no children) and they point to data block references from which the data associated with this file can be read. In HDFS this entire tree is stored in the memory of
the NameNode.
Since FileScale uses a relational database system, the tree data structure
must be transformed into a relational schema. The relational schema in FileScale
contains 14 tables, consisting of two tables associated with the two main entities:
inodes and datablocks, along with several relationship tables such as mappings
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from inodes to blocks, and blocks to storage locations (DataNodes). Table 2.1
shows a simplified version of the schema used in FileScale. The pid and pname
attributes of the inodes table enables the reconstruction of the parent-child relationships from the original tree.
We partition the inodes table across the database system cluster via the attribute pname2 . All tables that have 1:n relationships with the inodes table, such as
the datablocks table, are partitioned based on their association with the inodes
table, in order to maximize locality. The remaining (small) tables are replicated
across the cluster.

2

The full file path (pname, name) is the primary key of the inode table.
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pname

0
1
2
0
0

index

16385
0
null
16386 16385
/
16387 16385
/
16388 16386 /dnn_model
16389 16386 /dnn_model

pid

16386
16386
16386
16388
16389

1073741825
1073741826
1073741827
1073741828
1073741829

id

id

block-id

inode2block

1001
1002
1003
1004
1005

stamp

access-time

inodes

131072
131072
45056
6.6
1628.2

kbytes

header

1073741825
1073741826
1073741827
1073741828
1073741829

block-id
0
0
0
0
0

idx

1099511693805
1099511693823
1099511693805
1099511693823
1099511693823

permission

DS-e3d5de23
DS-e3d5de23
DS-08989547
DS-dc8aa54e
DS-dc8aa54e

storage-id

block2storage

1545261571024
0
1545264231090 281474976710672
1545267685104
0
1545267685125 281474976710672
1545267685224 281474976710672

update-time

1
1
1
1
1

replica

Table 2.1: Data model in FileScale.

/
0
event_data
1545267685278
dnn_model
0
graph.ckpt.pbtxt 1545267685125
model.ckpt.data0 1545267685224

name

1073741825
1073741826
1073741827
1073741828
1073741829

block-id

datablocks

2.4.2

Transaction Processing
After storing metadata in the database, metadata operations are performed

as atomic transactions over the database system. The metadata component of
some file system commands can be transformed into a series of simple INSERT,
UPDATE, or SELECT statements over the database system. However, other commands require computation between these statements such that there is an interleaving of statement execution and application code. Either way, FileScale implements all interactions with the database system via atomic, pre-compiled stored
procedures in order to leverage its more advanced knowledge of data partitioning
details.

2.5

Caching Layer
Each metadata operation in a file system must resolve path components re-

cursively to validate the entire path and check user permissions and quota configuration. The multiple round trips back and forth to the database system required during the recursive path resolution process can result in substantial latency — even when the underlying database system stores all data in main memory. FileScale therefore introduces a caching layer in each NameNode’s memory
that enables a copy of a set of metadata objects (such as inodes) to be stored in
local memory, which can be accessed directly by metadata operations and thereby
avoid communication with the database system upon a cache hit. Updates to
metadata stored inside a FileScale cache are not propagated to the underlying
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database system until an event occurs that requires propagation, such as an expiration, periodic flush, or distributed transaction. Thus, the database layer lags
behind the cache layer, and up-to-date access to records in the database layer may
require synchronization activities with the cache layer prior to serving those accessed records.

2.5.1

Object Cache
The mappings of files to blocks and blocks to DataNodes in HDFS’s names-

pace are implemented as a light-weight hash table in HDFS whose primary goal
is to optimize memory usage within the NameNode [55]. This enables the entire metadata to fit in memory and supports high throughput concurrent client
request processing. In contrast, in FileScale, these mappings are stored in an inmemory object cache. This design enables FileScale to avoid the need to assume
that all data fits in main memory, and allows the caching layer to function like
a cache in which individual objects are continuously added and removed from
memory.
However, an important advantage of HDFS’s assumption that all metadata
fits in memory on the NameNode is that this metadata can be given a permanent
location in memory that can be directly referenced by all other metadata that refer
to it. For example, a directory needs to refer to all of its immediate children: the
files and directories stored inside of it. With HDFS’s design, the children of an
inode can be stored as an in-memory list of direct pointers to the location of these
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children inodes in memory. In order to resolve a complete path, HDFS simply
needs to start at the root, and follow the series of direct pointers from root to the
next child, and from that child to the next child, etc.
In contrast, in FileScale’s cache-based design, metadata cannot live in a permanent location in memory, since each cached object may be evicted according
to the cache eviction algorithm. Therefore, each object is given a globally unique
identifier, and references to objects, such as the children of a directory, are done
via specifying the identifier instead of via a direct pointer. A separate lookup must
occur to find the current location of the identified object in memory.
Although the extra lookups can cause increased latency relative to a direct
pointer approach in some cases, it enables a performance optimization that allows FileScale to validate paths quicker than the direct pointer approach. Using
the direct pointer approach, a search must occur at each level of the path being
validated: specifically the child specified by the path must be located amongst all
of the other children of the same directory. This is implemented in HDFS via a
binary search within the list of children of a directory. FileScale eliminates the
need for this search at each level since the reference to the child is derived directly from the path name of the child (see example below). For directories with
many children, the hash lookup by path is cheaper than a binary search within the
list of pointers to children. Furthermore, each element of a path can be searched
for independently, and in parallel, instead of sequentially having to traverse from
parent to child.
An example path resolution (/tmp/logs/data) is shown in Figure 2.2. In
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the forward resolution, the root node has no parent, so it is searched for as </>.
The root node (16385) is retrieved to verify its existence and check its permissions.
The next element in the path is then searched for: </tmp> which returns the inode
with ID 16386. </tmp/logs> is then searched which returns the bucket with ID
16387. Finally, </tmp/logs/data> is searched which returns the bucket associated
with the end of the path. The steps outlined in this example do not need to be sequential. The nodes </>, </tmp>, </tmp/logs>, and </tmp/logs/data> can all be
searched for in parallel since these four lookup keys are all directly derived from
the full path (/tmp/logs/data). Thus, in practice, there is no distinction between
forward resolution and backward resolution of file paths. The performance advantages of this approach relative to performing a search at each level of the path
will be explored in Section 2.7.2.3.
Object Cache
Hash Keys

Hash Function

Buckets

File Path

Parent Name

Name

Parent ID

INode ID

Attributes

/

/tmp
…

logs

16386
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/tmp

/
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tmp
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…

/tmp/logs

/tmp/logs
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data

16387
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…
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/

0
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…
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/tmp/logs/data

/

lookup

16385
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lookup
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lookup

16388

Figure 2.2: Path resolution.
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2.5.2

Durability
Since updates to data in cache are not immediately propagated to the database,

the database log is not sufficient to guarantee system-wide durability. Therefore,
the cache layer implements a write-ahead logging mechanism based on an extension of HDFS’s EditLog, and the database log is used only for transactions that
are not performed in cache. Each NameNode logs all modifications it makes to a
separate log file stored remotely in a network file system3 . Locks are not released
until the logging service acknowledges the writes.
A periodic process asynchronously flushes recent writes from the cache layer
to the database layer, in batches. This limits the staleness of data in database layer.
A background process in the database layer takes periodic durable checkpoints of
a snapshot of transaction-consistent database system state. Recovery starts from
the most recent checkpoint, and plays forward any log records found in the logging service that were not incorporated in the database state, which are merged
with log records found in the database log.
Log records that are reflected in any database layer checkpoint can be safely
removed from the logging service.
Figure 2.3 shows the workflow of file-create operation. When FileScale receives a request to create a file with ID = 7, the NameNode writes a log record to
the remote server and creates an inode object in the cache. After the NameNode
receives a success message from the logging service, it can make the inode visible
3

HDFS similarly stores edit logs on Quorum Journal Machines [56] or NFS [57] for high availability.
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2. LOG: Create a file (ID=7)

1. CLIENT: Create a file (ID=7)
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Figure 2.3: The workflow of file-create (metadata) operation.
to subsequent requests prior to flushing the write to the database layer. Eventually
the write is flushed to the database layer and is incorporated into a database snapshot, after which the log record associated with that write can be safely truncated
from the log.

2.6

Proxy Layer
FileScale horizontally scales the name service through the creation of mul-

tiple, independent NameNodes in the caching layer. Each NameNode manages a
disjoint partition of the name space. However, the union of all the partitions need
not cover the entire namespace. Requests over partitions of the namespace not
covered by a NameNode are performed directly by the database layer. FileScale
implements a proxy layer to route requests to the appropriate NameNodes that
will process those requests. Unlike HDFS, FileScale supports multi-partition
(multi-NameNode) transactions.
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2.6.1

Request Routing
FileScale stores the namespace partitioning across NameNodes in a "mount

table" stored in Zookeeper [58]. Specific file path prefixes are assigned to NameNodes. The assigned NameNode manages all metadata associated with all
paths that begin with the specified prefix. Most of this metadata will be cached in
memory at that NameNode, and the rest only accessible from the database layer.
An example mapping of file paths to NameNodes is shown below.
File Path

|

NameNode

------------------+------------------------/nlps/train_data | hdfs://192.168.1.1:9000
/tmp/common/data | hdfs://192.168.1.2:9000
/tmp/common/logs | hdfs://192.168.1.3:9000

The mount table is updated when new NameNodes are added or removed
from the cluster, or when partitions need to be combined or split for improved
load balancing. In practice it is read far more frequently than it is updated. Therefore, routing paths can be cached at the individual servers of the proxy layer for
improved performance. However, this results in the proxy layer occasionally routing a request to the wrong NameNode, and that NameNode must then forward
the request to the correct one (see below).
FileScale supports two modes to route user requests: (1) proxy mode and
(2) watch mode. In proxy mode, the proxy layer consists of multiple routers that
use the same communication protocols as HDFS. The router acts as a middleware
layer that includes an upstream manager that maintains communication sessions
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for different clients, and intercepts client requests/responses to manipulate them
as needed. The proxy layer can share hardware with the caching layer, such that
there exists a router on each NameNode. When a client request is received by a
router, the file paths associated with that request are extracted, and longest prefix
matching is performed to locate the mount table entries relevant to that request. If
all items accessed by the request are managed by a single NameNode, the request
is forwarded there. Requests accessing data not associated with a NameNode are
sent directly to the database. Multi-partition requests are sent to the database
layer after a synchronization occurs between the cache layer and database layer
(Section 2.6.2).
Watch mode works identically to proxy mode, except that the client watches
ZooKeeper and caches the mount table at the client-side to save a network hop.
The performance benefits of watch mode will be explored in Section 2.7.3.1.
Figure 2.4 shows an example in which a file-open request (open file /a) is
routed to the appropriate NameNode. The two different sets of blue lines correspond to the proxy and watch modes described above.
In both the watch mode and proxy mode, mount table data is cached locally
and a listener is registered in order to receive notifications when changes occur.
On occasion, a name space partition may be moved from one NameNode to another, or an existing partition may be split or combined with a partition located on
a different NameNode, temporarily rendering these caches stale, and causing misrouting of requests. Each NameNode maintains a recent-memory of paths that it
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Figure 2.4: Request Routing in FileScale.
formally managed, but part or all of it was moved to a new NameNode4 . This
enables the NameNode to immediately forward requests that were misrouted to
it based on stale information to the NameNode that took over the management
of that partition of the namespace. This recent memory of moved paths is maintained with a short Time to Live (TTL) for each entry, since the cache of the mount
table at each location is typically updated with short delay after it becomes stale.
In the rare occasion where a NameNode receives a misrouted request for which
it has no entry in its list of recent moves (because the TTL for that entry was too
short and the entry already expired), the NameNode must look up the correct
routing information in ZooKeeper to properly reroute the request.
In Figure 2.4, the two red lines sent from the client (open file /b) illustrate
this process. The requests are forwarded to the wrong NameNode because of outdated routing information and are then forwarded to the correct location directly
4

There is always a root path ’/’ in the mount table. Therefore adding a new path to the mount
table is equivalent to splitting the root path into (1) the new path (2) everything else that was
formally included in the original root path partition.
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from the old NameNode.

2.6.2

Multi-partition requests
File systems that partition by path prefixes reduce the frequency of multi-

partition transactions; however, they still occur. The main source of multi-partition
requests are ‘move’ or ‘copy’ operations in which data from the source partition
must be read (in the case of ‘copy’ operations) or removed (in the case of ‘move’
operations) and must also be inserted into the destination partition. Occasionally
multi-partition requests are submitted outside the context of move or copy operations. For example, a recursive ‘chmod’ (change the file permissions) or ‘rm’
(delete) that starts high in the directory tree (close to the root) may span partitions.
In FileScale, all multi-partition requests are performed by the database system after all data accessed by the transaction are removed from cache (dirty data
is written to the database prior to removal) and prevented from being brought
into cache while the transaction is ongoing.
Figure 2.5 depicts the control flow between the NameNodes and associated
services when a directory move operation spans multiple partitions. In this example, the directory with inode ID of 3 (along with its children) is being moved
from a source partition to a destination partition managed by a different NameNode. (1) The source NameNode writes back all relevant dirty inodes in batches
and removes the subtree from the cache layer. (2) The database layer is updated
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Figure 2.5: Move a folder across NameNodes.
synchronously via a (distributed) transaction that updates all affected inodes’
names and their parent names. The precise implementation of the transaction
depends on the underlying system, but can often be implemented via the SQL
LIKE or STARTS WITH clause.
(3) The destination NameNode can choose to load the entire new subtree or
lazily load it as needed.
FileScale’s cache layer log appends the offsets of the database log of the
multi-partition transaction after it completes. The helps FileScale properly interleave log records from the cache layer and the database layer during recovery.

2.7

Performance Evaluation
The implementation of FileScale directly inside the HDFS codebase was a

large engineering effort and produced a total of 40k lines of code in HDFS 3.3.0.
This effort allows for direct comparison of the metadata scalability and performance of FileScale with standard HDFS along with a state-of-the-art HDFS alter-
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native that also stores data in a distributed database system (HopsFS) [44].
We initially use VoltDB [53] for FileScale’s database layer. VoltDB is an inmemory DBMS that implements durability via a combination of asynchronous
checkpointing and synchronous command logging that can be deterministically
replayed to arrive at the state prior to a crash. In Section 2.7.5 we investigate the
performance consequence of replacing VoltDB with Apache Ignite [54].

2.7.1

Experimental Setup
Previous attempts to scale metadata management within HDFS have suc-

ceeded in scaling file system throughput far beyond what a single HDFS NameNode is able to achieve. However, this comes at a cost of efficiency. For example,
the HopsFS paper reported that it took 3 NameNodes and 2 database servers to
match the throughput that the single active NameNode is able to achieve [44] (see
Figure 6 from that paper). A major goal of FileScale’s architecture is to enable file
system scalability with a higher amount of efficiency, so that it can be used from
the early stages of an application up through the later stages as the application
scales over time.
To that end, our experiments focus on both small and large deployments,
ranging from running on a single server to large clusters of servers running on
Amazon Web Services (AWS) EC2 instances. All experiments are run on EC2
t3a.2xlarge5 instances for NameNodes and database servers. Each EC2 instance
5
Each instance contains 32 GiB of memory, 8 VCPUs feature the 2.5 GHz AMD EPYC 7000 series
processors and 5 Gbps of network burst bandwidth.
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attached a EBS volume optimized for transactional workloads, and the volume
is a 128 GiB of Provisioned IOPS (io1) SSD that can provision up to 64000 IOPS.
Optimal NameNode heap size depends on many factors, such as the number of
files, the number of blocks, and the load on the system, and generally requires
tweaking since each workload has a unique byte-distribution profile. To reach the
NameNode memory bottleneck quickly for our experiments, we use 16 GB for
heap memory and garbage collection.
We use the NNThroughoutBenchmark [59] to generate test workloads. It’s
a NameNode throughput benchmark, which runs a series of client threads against
a NameNode. However, the benchmark code out of the box runs on a single node
without end-to-end network latency, so we extended the client workload generation in the benchmark codebase to run in the large-scale environments required
for our analysis in this section.

2.7.2

Single-node Experiments
We start by comparing FileScale with HDFS version 3.3.0 and HopsFS on a

single AWS EC2 instance. All systems use a single NameNode, and the database
servers used by FileScale (VoltDB) and HopsFS (NDB) run on the same machine
as the NameNode.
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Figure 2.6: The throughput of basic operations including create, open, delete,
rename and mkdirs on a EC2 instace—t3a.2xlarge.

2.7.2.1

Basic Operations

Figure 2.6 shows the throughput of directory create and file create, open,
delete, and rename operations while varying the total number of each of these
operations run (i.e., the number of files created, opened, etc.), and the number of
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client threads.
For all types of operations, the performance of FileScale and HDFS is similar. This is because both FileScale and HDFS store all metadata in memory when
it fits on a single node and the performance of their respective in-memory data
structures are similar. HopsFS ran out of memory after operations on over 100,000
files (a standard HopsFS deployment would divide the metadata and workload
across many machines in order to avoid running out of memory). For operations
on 100,000 files and fewer, the throughput of HopsFS was approximately one tenth
of HDFS and FileScale when creating files and renaming files, and one fifth when
opening files, deleting files, and creating directories. These results are roughly
consistent with the numbers reported in the original HopsFS paper where it was
reported that it took a total of 5 servers—3 NameNodes and 2 database servers—
to match the throughput that the single active NameNode [44]. The main reason
for the difference in performance between HopsFS and FileScale is that FileScale
is able to avoid a round trip to the database system on the critical path during request processing when all data fits in cache. FileScale persists all updates to its
write-ahead log (which has similar performance as writes to HDFS’s write-ahead
log) for durability and recovery. This enables FileScale to avoid being forced to
rely on the database system for durability, and therefore it can propagate updates
to the database system asynchronously, in batches. In contrast, every HopsFS request requires at least one synchronous round trip to the database system.
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Figure 2.7: Recursive delete all files under the root directory.

2.7.2.2

Recursive Delete Operations

FileScale caches inodes in memory in a format that enables a one-to-one
mapping with relational tuples in the database system. In contrast, HDFS’s primary storage of file system metadata is in memory, and parent nodes can store direct, in-memory pointers to children nodes. As was explained in Section 2.5, this
makes operations that traverse the directory structure, such as recursive file system operations, slower in FileScale relative to HDFS. To understand this tradeoff
in more detail, we ran an experiment in which we measured the latency of performing a recursive delete operation, while varying the number of files and the
depth of the tree being deleted. The results are shown in Figure 2.7.
The results show that the primary bottleneck is the process of deleting each
individual file. The latency of all systems therefore increased as the number of
files being deleted increased. To delete a file, HDFS needs to remove the file in
memory (along with writing a log record to stable storage), while FileScale invalidates nodes in its cache, writes a log record, and asynchronously deletes related
tuples in the database system. Since the latency of the individual deletes was the
bottleneck, the latency numbers were only slightly impacted when height of the
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tree changed (when keeping the number of deleted files constant). Nonetheless,
as expected, the overall latency of HDFS was slightly faster than FileScale. This
is because FileScale’s caching layer must be robust to situations in which child
inodes are removed from the cache. Therefore, FileScale uses identifiers instead
of direct pointers to children, and require a hashmap lookup the current location
in memory of a particular ID.
The HopsFS codebase runs into problems in which transactions continuously timeout when we ran this experiment at more than or equal to 100,000 files
(that appear to be caused by deadlocks). For the smaller experiments, we found
that the latency of HopsFS are between one and two orders of magnitude worse
than HDFS and FileScale (the figure uses a log scale y-axis). The relative performance between HopsFS and HDFS is consistent with the results from Section
7.4.1 of the HopsFS paper [44] where it is explained that HopsFS performs poorly
on these types of workloads because they are executed in many separate small
transaction batches. Surprisingly, the performance of HopsFS improved when the
depth of the tree being deleted increased. This is because deleting directories that
contained a large number of files resulted in increased lock contention for the directory lock. By increasing the depth of the tree being deleted, there were fewer
files per directory to delete, which reduced lock contention.
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2.7.2.3

Large Directories

Figure 2.8(a) shows the throughput across 64 threads performing file open
and rename operations within a directory that varies in size from 10 to 1,000,000
files stored within it.
As can been seen, for most directory sizes, the performance of HDFS and
FileScale are similar. However, in extreme cases, when directories contain a million files, the performance of the rename operation in HDFS drops substantially.
This is because the list of children of a directory are stored as an ArrayList, and
renaming files requires deleting elements from this list and reinserting them in
order to keep the list in sorted order. Over time, these deletes and insertions require the entire ArrayList to be copied to a new location to improve the efficiency
of how it is laid out in memory. However, copying a list that contains 1,000,000
causes a noticeable increase in latency, which drags down system throughput.
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In contrast, FileScale does not require the list of children be kept in sorted
order, since path validation does not require a binary search at each level (as we
explained in Section 2.5). Instead, they are stored in a standard linked list that
does not incur resize costs as the list grows in size. Figure 2.8(b) shows the latency
of performing ls operations within a directory. Even though FileScale requires
additional retrievals from object cache, FileScale and HDFS have similar latency
since the serialization step of providing the output is the performance bottleneck.

2.7.2.4

Cache Misses

One important difference in the design between FileScale and HDFS is that
HDFS requires that all inodes fit in memory, whereas FileScale treats memory
as a cache of the stable state of the inodes in the underlying database system.
This enables FileScale to stay online even for deployments where there is not
enough aggregate memory across the nodes in the deployment to store all inodes
in memory. To understand the extent of the performance drop at reduced memory
deployments, we ran an experiment in which we increase the cache miss rate of
FileScale from 0% to 30% and measure the throughput reduction and latency
increase on file create and open operations. The results are shown in Figure 2.9,
and the original results for HDFS and HopsFS (from the previous experiments)
are shown for comparison. For each experiment, we used 16 threads to operate
on 100,000 files concurrently.
The throughput of FileScale degrades gracefully as the cache miss rate in-
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Figure 2.9: Cache miss penalty.
creases, with the throughput of create file operations at 30% cache misses approximately 3 times smaller than the throughput at 0% cache misses. Similarly, the
latency of FileScale increases gracefully as the cache miss rate increases, with the
latency of create file operations at 30% cache misses approximately 3 times longer
than the latency at 0% cache misses. The performance of open file operations degrades more rapidly than for create operations (a factor of 5 drop instead of a
factor of 3) because opening files can be served entirely from memory when data
is in cache6 . In contrast, creating files always has to push a log record to stable storage before the operation can commit regardless of whether the relevant directory
data is already in cache, so the relative cost of a cache miss is smaller.
6

In the supplemental material submitted with this paper, we show that switching the database
system can reduce the size of this performance drop.
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In practice, the number of cache misses in FileScale can be monitored and
action taken to alleviate performance problems due to cache misses. Specifically,
the proxy server in FileScale can leverage Hadoop’s existing monitoring component (that collects various performance metrics) to immediately re-balance the
mount table in FileScale’s state store when performance decreases due to cache
misses.

2.7.3

Multi-server Experiments
We next experiment with multi-server deployments in order to investigate

the scalability of the different system architectures. We start with relatively small
five-node deployments. HDFS does not support partitioning the same file system
namespace across multiple NameNodes7 , but it can use the additional nodes to
support HA (high availability). Therefore we set it up to use two NameNodes (in
an active/standby configuration) and three JournalNodes. The journal nodes are
used by HDFS to share logs between the active and standby NameNodes. When
a NameNode writes a log record, it must be written to a majority of JournalNodes
before it is considered durable.
FileScale and HopsFS use a similar configuration: two of the five nodes are
used for NameNodes (but unlike HDFS, the metadata can be partitioned across
them), and the remaining three nodes for the database system — VoltDB for
FileScale and NDB for HopsFS. For HA, log records written by FileScale and
7
HDFS does support partitioning metadata across NameNodes for different namespaces. Although being forced to partition the namespace significantly reduces the practical utility of HDFS
"federation", we will investigate the performance of this alternative architecture in Section 2.7.3.1.
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Figure 2.10: A five-node deployment.
HopsFS are written to EBS volumes so that they remain persistent beyond the life
span of AWS EC2 instances (which use only ephemeral storage). For fairness,
we also run a version of HDFS in which log files are written to EBS (which we
call HDFS-HAebs ) as an alternative to the version in which log files are written to
journal nodes as described above (which we call HDFS-HAjns ).
Figure 2.10 shows the throughput and latency of file-create and file-open
operations under this deployment. The performance of HopsFS is almost two
orders of magnitude slower than FileScale for the file-create benchmark, so the
figure is uses a log scale. This difference is consistent with the results presented in
Figure 2.6 that show a large efficiency gap between FileScale and HopsFS. However, consistent with the claims from the original paper, HopsFS approximately
doubles its performance as the number of NameNodes doubles from one NameNode (HopsFS1nn ) to two NameNodes (HopsFS2nn ). However, FileScale’s
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performance also doubles, so the difference in performance between FileScale
and HopsFS remains constant. Since opening files does not require writes to the
database system, a disadvantage of HopsFS (that it must synchronously write
data to the underlying database) is not present, and the performance gap between
FileScale and HopsFS is more narrow for the ’file open’ workload relative to the
’file create’ workload.
Writing to EBS instead of the journal nodes significantly improves the performance of HDFS for the file create workload, but makes no difference for the file
open workload which do not require log records to be written. This enables the
performance of HDFS and FileScale to be equivalent when running on one NameNode as they were in Figure 2.6. However the performance of FileScale doubles when doubling the number of NameNodes since it can partition data across
them, whereas HDFS does not partition data and performance remains constant
when adding the additional NameNode.

2.7.3.1

Scalability

We next increase the scale of our experiment by varying the number of NameNodes from 1 to 32 while keeping the number of database nodes constant. The
workload consists of 50% file-create operations and 50% file-open operations that
are uniformly spread across the namespace. We run two distinct HDFS architectures. The first is the default HDFS architecture in which the entire file system
belongs to a unified namespace, so that there are no restrictions in the file sys-
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tem operations that can be run. However, this version must store all file system
metadata on a single NameNode, as we described above. We also experiment
with HDFS’s router-based federation (RBF) capability, in which the namespace
is partitioned, and the associated metadata for each partition can be managed by
different NameNodes. Although the functionality of HDFS RBF is severely limited — for example, the distributed rename operations across partitions (which
we experiment with in Section 2.7.3.2) cannot be supported — it can support the
simple file open and create operations used for this benchmark, so we experiment
with it in this section.
HopsFS ran into a bottleneck at the database layer at 16 NameNodes. Therefore we ran two versions of HopsFS — one with only three database nodes where
the bottleneck is observed, and one with eight database nodes that avoids the bottleneck. FileScale did not experience the same bottleneck since it puts less pressure on the database layer by writing to the database in batches asynchronously
instead of issuing synchronous writes for each new file created. Furthermore,
HopsFS issues a batch query to the database layer at the beginning of every request in order to retrieve all the relevant inodes for the file path components of
the request. This can be avoided in FileScale when the relevant data is in cache.
Therefore, FileScale only requires 3 database nodes throughout this experiment.
The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 2.11. HopsFS-8 NDB,
HDFS-RBF, and both versions of FileScale are able to scale linearly — as the
number of NameNodes double, so too does the total system throughput. Therefore, the original relative differences in performance between HopsFS, HDFS, and
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Figure 2.11: Throughput when scaling NameNodes.
FileScale observed when running on a single NameNode (see Figure 2.6) remain present as the system scales. However, HDFS-RBF has in effect half has
many NameNodes as FileScale and HopsFS since HDFS requires one hot standby
for every NameNode for high availability. As expected, HDFS-RBF outperforms
HDFS’s default implementation, since the default implementation cannot partition metadata across the additional NameNodes and thus cannot scale. Nonetheless, HDFS’s default implementation (along with HopsFS and FileScale) is able
support the full range of file system operations over all metadata, while HDFSRBF must partition the namespace.
FileScale-Client corresponds to the watch mode configuration of FileScale
described in Section 2.6, while FileScale-Proxy uses proxy mode. As expected,
watch mode performs better since it is able to save a network hop during request
processing, and avoid the overhead of processing and forwarding network messages at the proxy layer which shares physical hardware with the cache layer in
the FileScale-Proxy deployment for this experiment.
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2.7.3.2

Multi-Partition Transactions

As explained in Section 2.6.2, FileScale performs multi-partition transactions at the database layer (after it is synchronized with the cache layer). To observe the performance impact of such transactions, we ran two experiments that
involved multi-partition move and chmod operations.
Figure 2.12 shows the average latency of multi-partition move requests as
the percentage of dirty data that must be written back to the database is varied.
When the move operation is single-partition ("local"), the latency of the operation is limited by the time to generate and write the associated log records to the
logging service. The more files being moved, the longer the latency. For multipartition move requests, log records need to be written to two different log files
(the log files associated with the source and destination NameNodes). Furthermore, the move operation requires updating the primary key (the full path of
the file), which is an expensive operation in the database layer that partitions by
the primary key and therefore must move data around when the primary key
changes. Nonetheless, when significant amounts of data need to be written back
to the database layer prior to the move operation, this write-back becomes the bot43
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Figure 2.13: Local vs. distributed chmod operations.
tleneck. The figure shows an order of magnitude difference when no data must
be written back (dist0% ) vs. all data must be written back (dist100% ). The experiments in the supplemental material show that the choice of database system can
make a big difference in reducing this write-back bottleneck.
Figure 2.13(a), shows the same experiment for distributed chmod operations. The database layer can process the distributed chmod transactions with
much lower latency since they do not require updating the primary key. Nonetheless, the writing of dirty data prior to transaction processing still dominates the latency. Figure 2.13(b) shows the throughput under varying mixes of multi-partition
(MP) transactions, single-partition (SP) transactions and cache operations. Pure
cache operations (100%) are 7x faster than SP transactions (100%). As soon as
there are any MP transactions in a workload, even SP transactions that access the
same data must be performed by the database layer. Therefore, there is more than
a 1% drop in performance between 0%MP and 1%MP.
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2.7.3.3

Hotspot mitigation

Figure 2.14 shows FileScale throughput as a hotspot is mitigated by rebalancing the mount table and distributing workloads across multiple NameNodes. We used benchmark utilities to create 4 subdirectories, all of which are initially mounted to NameNode 0. The proxy layer is triggered every 60 seconds to
modify the mount table and assign each subdirectory to a new NameNode. The
total throughput rises linearly as the hotspot workloads are re-distributed.

2.7.4

Disaster Recovery
Figure 2.15(a) shows that size of flush intervals do not impact system perfor-

mance, since the writes to the database layer are asynchronous. In essence these
overheads are pushed to recovery time. Therefore experiment with system restore
to investigate this overhead. As described in Section 2.2, HDFS HA keeps its states
(FSImage and EditLog) in a quorum-based storage so that a standby can take over
quickly if the active NameNode fails. Similarly, the database snapshot of FileScale
provides a transactional point-in-time consistent copy of all file metadata, and the
separated logging system records every changes from the last snapshot.
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Figure 2.15(b) compares the latency of restoring snapshots and replaying
logs under the different system architectures. FileScale achieves comparable performance to HDFS when restoring 106 records from a snapshot. In HDFS, the NameNode only needs to replay edit logs in memory. However, FileScale must also
update the database system after replaying logs in the cache. When this is done
synchronously, this can add substantial latency to recovery. However, it can also
be done asynchronously similar to how the database layer lags behind the cache
layer in normal operations. In this experiment, as the number of NameNodes increases from 1 to 8 and file metadata spreads more evenly, FileScale’s restore time
decreases linearly.
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2.7.5

The Impact of Database System Choice
FileScale uses a modular architecture such that any database system could

be used for the database layer as long as it supports ACID transactions and provides an interface in which transactions can be submitted in SQL (with additional
support for stored procedures). Most of FileScale’s functionality is implemented
using SQL at the database layer, which makes adding support for a new database
system fairly straightforward. For example, the original version of FileScale was
built over VoltDB’s open source community edition, but when we were denied access to their enterprise version, we added support for Apache Ignite within a few
weeks. In contrast, the rest of the FileScale codebase took two years of graduate
student work.
Most metadata operations require asynchronous interaction with the database
layer. Therefore, the choice of database system to use in the database layer often
makes no runtime performance difference. However, when the cache layer does
not have sufficient memory and cache misses are frequent, the performance of the
database layer starts to matter. Furthermore, multi-partition transactions always
require synchronous interactions with the database layer. We therefore explore
the impact of different database systems under these scenarios in which the choice
of database system becomes important.
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2.7.5.1

Database Systems

VoltDB [53, 60] is an in-memory, high-throughput transactional database
that eliminates many overheads of traditional disk-based systems, such as writeahead logging, locking, latching, and buffer management [61]. It implements
durability via a combination of asynchronous checkpointing and synchronous
command logging in which all requests to the database are recorded in an input command log, and the system relies on its deterministic nature of transaction
processing to ensure that replaying all input commands from a checkpoint results
in an identical state as what it had been prior to the crash [62].
In VoltDB, the transactions can be implemented in pre-compiled, deterministic stored procedures. Each metadata operation in FileScale is thus designed
within a VoltDB stored procedure that contains multiple SQL statements designed
for that operation.
Apache Ignite [54] is an open-source distributed database for high-performance
computing with in-memory speed. Ignite stores data in memory by default, but
also includes an optional disk tier which we enabled for these experiments. Apache
Ignite provides key-value APIs as well as MapReduce-like computations in addition to ANSI-99 SQL and ACID transactions.

2.7.5.2

Cache Misses

To understand the extent of the performance difference between using VoltDB
vs. Ignite as the database layer for FileScale, we ran an experiment in which we in48
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Figure 2.16: Cache miss penalty.
crease the cache miss rate of FileScale from 0% to 30% and measure the throughput reduction and latency increase on file create operations. For each experiment,
we used 16 threads to operate on 100,000 files concurrently, and the results are
shown in Figure 2.16. The throughput of FileScale with VoltDB and Ignite falls
smoothly as the cache miss rate rises, and the latency rises gracefully.
VoltDB’s performance declines faster than Ignite’s after 10% cache misses.
This is because Ignite’s Key-value API get() can access the needed data from
the storage using simple, light-weight access methods. In VoltDB, this was implemented using a standard SQL statement. Although VoltDB supports pre-compiling
these SQL statements within a stored procedure, the performance of Ignite’s lighterweight key-value access methods is faster.

2.7.5.3

Multi-Partition Requests

As explained in Section 2.6.2, FileScale does a breadth-first search to find
all dirty inodes of the subtree in the cached layer and bulk writes them to the
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Figure 2.17: Dirty data flush penalty.
database. After the dirty inodes are written to the database, the entire multipartition transaction is performed there. We saw in Section 2.7.3.2 that this writeback of dirty inodes is often the bottleneck for multi-partition transactions. Therefore, in this section, we investigate the performance of this cache flushing within
the context of distributed transactions in more detail.
Cache Flushing: We first ran an experiment in which the amount of dirty
inodes to be refreshed in database systems was increased from 10 to 100,000. Figure 2.17 shows the latency of writing dirty data to VoltDB and Ignite, with Ignite’s
bulk writes putAll() being approximately 3 times faster than the SQL statement
INSERT in VoltDB as the number of dirty inodes increase.
Chmod: The pseudo code in Listings 2.1 and 2.2 depicts the differences in
how the distributed chmod operation is implemented in the different database
systems. We use the standard SQL APIs of VoltDB and Ignite to implement chmod
operations. The first SQL query updates all of the children’s permissions in a
directory by matching the common ancestor path of the files.
The transaction is implemented using the STARTS WITH <string-expression>
expression in VoltDB. Apache Ignite doesn’t provide STARTS WITH <string-expression>
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in its SQL API, so we use the syntactically equivalent LIKE <string-expression>%
instead. The use of the STARTS WITH clause enables the utilization of available indexes, whereas LIKE requires a sequential scan, since the compiler cannot tell if
the replacement text ends in a percent sign or not and must plan for any possible
string value. This allows VoltDB to be slightly faster than Ignite in Figure 2.18
when no dirty data needs to be flushed. However, when the amount of dirty data
that must be written back grows, Ignite outperforms VoltDB as we saw in Section 2.7.5.3.
# 1. Update all children in the subtree
UPDATE inodes SET permission = ?
WHERE parent_name STARTS WITH ?;
# 2. Update the root inode of the subtree
UPDATE inodes SET permission = ?
WHERE parent_name = ? AND inode_name = ?;

Listing 2.1: Distributed chmod operation in VoltDB.
IgniteCache<Object, Object> cache =
ignite.cache("inodes").withKeepBinary();
// 1. Update all children in the subtree
cache.query(new SqlFieldsQuery("UPDATE inodes SET
permission = ? WHERE parent_name LIKE ?%")
.setArgs(permission, subtree_path)).getAll();

// 2. Update the root inode of the subtree
cache.query(new SqlFieldsQuery("UPDATE inodes SET
permission = ? WHERE parent_name = ? AND inode_name = ?")
.setArgs(permission, parent_name, inode_name)).getAll();

Listing 2.2: Distributed chmod operation in Apache Ignite.
Move: The pseudo code in Listings 2.3 and 2.4 shows the differences in how
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the distributed move operation is implemented in VoltDB and Ignite8 . The primary key of the inodes table is built up of parent and inode names. VoltDB and
Ignite do not allow directly updating a primary key since the the data is partitioned by primary key (the partition is calculated using a hash function applied
to the primary key’s value), so changing the the primary key can cause the tuple
to end up in the wrong partition. Thus, if a key needs to be updated it has to be
removed and then re-inserted.
The move operation can be broken down into three parts: 1) Match the common ancestor path of inodes to obtain all fields of children inodes under the subtree. 2) For each child obtained from the first query, change the identifiers such
as file path (parent name), inode name, and inode id. 3) Delete the old subtree
from the database using the old primary key and commit the transaction.
# 1. Select children from the current subtree
SELECT inode_id, inode_name, parent_id, parent_name,
permission, header, modification_time, ...
FROM

inodes WHERE parent_name STARTS WITH ?;

for (int i = 0; i < children.size(); ++i) {
# 2. Create new substree with new parent_name (in a loop)
INSERT INTO inodes(
inode_id, inode_name, parent_id, parent_name,
permission, header, modification_time, ...)
VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ...);

# 3. Delete old subtree with old parent_name (in a loop)
DELETE FROM inodes WHERE
parent_name = ? AND inode_name;
}
8

For simplicity, unlike chmod operation, the corner case of the subtree’s root inode is omitted
here.
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Listing 2.3: Distributed move operation in VoltDB.

For steps 2 and 3, in VoltDB’s stored procedure (Listing 2.3), we batch up
multiple SQL statements in a loop by calling voltQueueSQL() for each statement
then make a single call to voltExecuteSQL(). However, we eliminate the need
for this slew of SQL statements in Ignite by leveraging its key-value APIs such
as putAll() and removeAll() functions in Listing 2.4. Figure 2.18 (right) further
shows that Ignite’s distributed transaction for a move operation is around 2 times
faster than VoltDB.
IgniteCache<Object, Object> cache =
ignite.cache("inodes").withKeepBinary();

// 1. Select children from the current subtree
scan_query = new ScanQuery<>(
new IgniteBiPredicate<Object, Object>() {
@Override
public boolean apply(Object key, Object obj) {
return Key.field("parent_name").startsWith(old_parent);
}
}
);

List<Cache.Entry<Object, Object>> old_subtree
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= cache.query(scan_query).getAll();

// 2. Create new substree with new parent_name
Set<Object> keys = new HashSet<>();
Map<Object, Object> map = new HashMap<>();
ObjectBuilder KeyBuilder = ignite.binary().builder("key");
for (Cache.Entry<Object, Object> entry : old_subtree) {
// new inode value
Object new_inode = entry.getValue();
new_inode = new_inode.toBuilder()
.setField("parent_name", new_parent_name)
.setField("parent_id", new_parent_id)
.setField("inode_id", new_inode_id)
.build();
// new primary key
Object new_key = KeyBuilder
.setField("parent_name", new_parent_name)
.setField("inode_name", inode_name)
.build();
keys.add(entry.getKey());
map.put(new_key, new_inode);
}
cache.putAll(map);

// 3. Delete old subtree with old primary key
cache.removeAll(keys);

Listing 2.4: Distributed move operation in Apache Ignite.

2.8

Related Work
Merging file systems and database systems. There has been a large body of

work which focuses on creating a hybrid system out of file system and database
system components. For example, Murphy et al. demonstrated the potential of
using a database system to store file system data and that the database-backed
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file system is slower than a native file system by a small constant factor [63].
SQCK [64] employs declarative queries to check and repair a file system image ,
which improved functionality of e2fsck. BabuDB [30] uses log-structured merge
(LSM) trees to replace the ext4-based backend at the metadata server. DeltaFS,
TableFS, IndexFS and ShardFS [31, 32, 33, 34] store metadata in the local LevelDB instance [65] running atop a file system. BlueStore [35], a new backend for
Ceph [66], stores metadata in RocksDB [67] as key-value pairs. However, all of
this work focuses on improving the performance a single metadata server, rather
than using the database system to implement scalable distributed transactions
across partitions.
In industry, WinFS [68], (Windows Future Storage) brought the benefits
of schema and relational databases to the Windows file system. Facebook Tectonic [69] delegates file system metadata storage to ZippyDB [70], a linearizable,
fault-tolerant, sharded key-value store. However, ZippyDB only supports strong
consistency for single-shard operations and does not support cross-shard transactions. Thus Tectonic only provides non-atomic cross-partition directory move
operations. ADLS [45], (Microsoft Azure Data Lake Store) uses Paxos [71, 72] to
maintain metadata that is stored in replicated Hekaton tables [73] and indexes.
However, ADLS does not implement the cache layer of FileScale, and instead
uses Hekaton directly by the NameNode, in which the quorum limits horizontal scalability and increases end-to-end latency. Colossus, the next-generation of
GFS [20, 74], introduced a distributed metadata model using BigTable [48] which
does not allow distributed transactions and thus does not allow multi-partition
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metadata operations [46, 75].
High throughput distributed database systems were also used to scale file
system metadata in the CalvinFS [43], HopsFS [44], and GiraffaFS [47] projects.
CalvinFS uses a deterministic database system called Calvin [76] to store metadata, which supports high throughput distributed transactions. HopsFS uses a
MySQL NDB cluster instead of Calvin, and shares FileScale’s focus on being a
drop-in replacement for HDFS. GiraffaFS uses HBase for a similar purpose. In
contrast to these architectures, FileScale uses a three-tiered architecture to avoid
synchronous interactions with the database system for requests that do not span
multiple NameNodes (i.e. distributed transactions), which enables similar (or
improved) performance relative to in-memory file system data structures. The
performance consequences of these architectural differences were discussed in
Section 2.7.
Federation. Giga+ [77] serves a similar purpose to FileScale’s Proxy layer in
that it divides each directory into a number of partitions that are distributed across
multiple servers using hash functions. Giga+ uses a bitmap to map filenames to
directory partitions and to a specific server. However, Giga must implement their
own version of atomic multi-partition transactions and high availability, whereas
FileScale gets these "for free" by leveraging the DB layer. This reduces the code
maintenance obligations of the system, and enables FileScale to take advantage of
advances in distributed transaction technology as the database community continues to make progress in this area. The View File System (ViewFs) [38] uses
the client-side mount points to split HDFS into multiple physical namespaces
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and presents a single virtual namespace to users. However, client configuration
changes are required every time we add or replace a new mount point on ViewFs,
and it is difficult to roll out these adjustments without affecting production workflows [78]. HDFS Router based Federation [39, 40] and ByteDance NameNodeProxy [42] are extensions to ViewFS-based partitioned federation that uses routers
forward client calls to the correct NameNode. But the router incurs network hops.
The "watch mode" we called in Section 2.6 can update cached mount points automatically without sacrifice of network delay and consistency. Furthermore, none
of these systems solve the general applicability limitation of HDFS Federation
caused by partitioning the namespace.
Rebalancer [79] is a tool designed (under development) for RBF to move
data to non-shared DataNodes among different subclusters. HDFS Federation
Rename (HFR) [80] is a proposal in the Hadoop community that enables renaming files and folders across (federated) namespaces without migrating data on
shared DataNodes through hardlinks. However, this approach requires the serialization of the entire directory subtree that is undergoing migration to external
storage and then deserialization at the target NameNode.
DBOS. The DBOS system [81] proposes a data-centric operating system in
which all operating system state is represented in a database system, and operations on this state are made via transactions initiated from stateless tasks. Many
practical techniques that are implemented in FileScale can be applied to DBOS.
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2.9

Summary
Although many file systems are capable of scaling to petabytes of data, scal-

ing the metadata — specifically the number of unique files and directories — has
been more of a challenge. This is because file systems expect extreme low latency interactions with metadata management, along with atomic, isolated, and
durable guarantees and therefore typically store metadata in memory on a single machine. Recent attempts to scale metadata management via the use of distributed data stores that support distributed transactions have come at significant
performance and efficiency costs, especially at low scale. In contrast, FileScale’s
architecture enables comparable performance to file systems that store all data in
memory on a single machine at low scale, and yet can also scale linearly as the size
of the metadata scales. Our experiments showed that FileScale can achieve multiple orders of magnitude superior performance relative to other approaches for
scaling file system metadata. FileScale’s architecture also enables elastic scaling
of each layer in the architecture independently. For example, when cache misses
start to become frequent, new nodes can be added to the caching layer to improve
the performance of the deployment.
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Chapter 3:

3.1

Flock: A Practical Serverless Streaming Query Engine

Motivation
Many high-volume data sources, such as sensor measurements, machine

logs, user interactions on a website or mobile application, and the Internet of
Things, operate in real time. Stream processing systems are critical to providing
the freshest possible data and driving organizations to make faster and better automated decisions. To provide widespread access to streaming computation, an
ideal stream processing system must be performance competitive, scalable, highly
available, easy to use and low cost.
Streaming jobs typically comprise multiple stages of execution organized
as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) based on their data dependencies, and each
stage comprises several parallel tasks. These jobs show high variability and unpredictability, up to an order of magnitude more than the average load [5, 6]. This,
along with the broad variety of user SLOs, makes statically configuring and tuning streaming systems extremely difficult. Furthermore, traditional server-centric
deployments use clusters provisioned with a fixed pool of storage and compute
resources to execute these jobs, it can frequently suffer from resource under- or
over-provisioning, leading to resource wastage or performance degradation, re59

spectively.
The cloud benefits have driven many recent efforts to port streaming analytics applications to full managed streaming analytics services, e.g. Google
DataFlow [82, 83, 84, 85] and AWS Kinesis Data Analytics for Flink [86]. These
Backend as a Service (BaaS) serverless models are more elastic than on-premises
alternatives and avoid their upfront costs. However, these cloud services provide
elastic features that allow compute nodes to be added or removed dynamically,
this scaling can take minutes, making it impractical on a per-query basis. In contrast, serverless platforms [7, 8, 9] fulfill the promise of transparent resource elasticity in the cloud [10, 11, 12]. Under the Function as a Service (FaaS) serverless
model, developers and users decompose their applications into short-lived cloud
functions. The ease of programming, fast elasticity, and fine-grained pricing in
FaaS platforms allow for fine-grained scaling of resources to meet spiky demand,
making them an appealing solution for streaming processing.
Compared to BaaS, the FaaS model provides more fine-grained elasticity
with sub-second start-up times that can dynamically match the per-query basis
with continuous scaling. Further, its billing methods are more fine-grained with
millisecond granularity. For example, Kenesis service [86] is charged an hourly
rate based on the number of Amazon Kinesis Processing Units (or KPUs) used to
run the streaming application. However, on AWS Lambda [7], customers are only
charged for the execution time they consume, often at a granularity of 1 ms [87].
Therefore a FaaS-based service is low cost to operate under low demand and can
scale automatically to a high load at a proportional cost.
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To explore the promise of function services for stream processing, we built
Flock, a cloud-native streaming query engine that runs on FaaS platforms. Table 3.1 shows the differences between Flock and other state-of-the-art data analytics systems on FaaS. Existing approaches [13, 14, 15, 16] take advantage of the
on-demand elasticity of cloud object storage services, such as Amazon S3 [17] to
shuffle data, which increases the performance cost and compromises the advantages of a serverless system. Instead, Flock passes data through the invocation’s
payload between cloud functions. This is a general solution that can support Flock
in multi-cloud platforms [7, 8, 9]. For example, current AWS Lambda limits are
set at 6 MB for synchronous invocations, and 256 KB for asynchronous invocations [88]. The maximum HTTP request size for the 2nd iteration of Google Cloud
Functions is 32MB [89]. The HTTP request length of Azure Functions is limited to
100 MB [90]. With payload invocations, Flock can store complete objects directly
in query workflow state. This removes the need to read and write data from an
external store service. Under the FaaS billing model, you do not pay for payload
size but the cost of each job’s duration, which is proportional to the aggregated
runtimes across its component tasks – cloud functions. Therefore, this functional
programming paradigm has a lower latency via storing data directly in the workflow, consequently, execution cost.
Payload invocation also eliminates the requirement for a query coordinator from the data architecture since Flock does not leverage any external storage
service as a communication medium between functions, there is no need for a coordinator to monitor query stage completion and initiate new stages once depen61

dencies are met. Flock uses a unique way for passing many payloads/partitions
to the same function instance, and shared data structures that ensure exactly-once
aggregate of data on function services. When checkpointing is activated, query
states are persisted upon checkpoints to guard against data loss and recover consistently.
We have implemented a prototype of Flock. We use this prototype to evaluate Flock by measuring its performance cost on the NEXMark [91] and Yahoo
Streaming Benchmarks (YSB) [92] that include windowing functions. We find
that under realistic deployment scenarios, compared with traditional streaming
systems like Flink [93] deployed on EC2 instances, Flock is able to reduce costs
more than an order of magnitude, with no observable effects on system throughput and query time.
Since the FaaS platforms manage allocation of compute resources across
jobs, the goal of Flock is not to maximize resource utilization and enforce fairness
but to reduce execution costs by increasing query performance and shortening
function duration. Flock supports the vectorized processing on ARM processors,
which brings 20% speedup and reduce costs by more than 30% on x86. Flock is
thus the first streaming query engine, to the best of our knowledge, to support
standardized abstractions, SQL and Dataframe API, on cloud function services,
allowing users and engineers to avoid the time-consuming process of manually
translating SQL into cloud workflows on heterogeneous hardware.
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Table 3.1: Comparison with Existing Serverless Data Analytics Systems.
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3.2

3.2.1

Background

AWS Lambda
AWS Lambda [7] is a compute service that lets users run code without pro-

visioning or managing servers. After uploading application code as a ZIP file
or container image, Lambda automatically and precisely allocates compute execution power on a high-availability compute infrastructure and runs application
code based on the incoming request or event, for any scale of traffic. When using Lambda, customers are responsible only for their code. Lambda manages the
compute fleet that offers a balance of memory, CPU, network, and other resources.
With AWS Lambda, users are charged based on the number of requests for
their functions and the duration, the time it takes for application code to execute.
Lambda counts a request each time it starts executing in response to an event
notification or invoke call. Duration is calculated from the time user code begins
executing until it returns or otherwise terminates, rounded up to the nearest 1
ms [87].

3.2.2

Apache Arrow and DataFusion
Apache Arrow [95] is a cross-language development platform for in-memory

data. It specifies a standardized language-independent columnar memory format for flat and hierarchical data, organized for efficient analytic operations on
modern hardware with SIMD optimizations. Arrow was introduced in 2016 and
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has since become the standard for columnar in-memory analytics, and as a highperformance interface between heterogeneous systems. Apache Arrow DataFusion [96] is an extensible query execution framework on the single machine, written in Rust, that uses Apache Arrow as its in-memory format. DataFusion supports both an SQL and a DataFrame API for building logical query plans as well
as a query optimizer and execution engine capable of parallel execution against
partitioned data sources.
The function executor in Flock is Arrow DataFusion, which has been extended to enable distributed query processing on cloud function services.

3.2.3

Streaming Query Processing
Any kind of data is produced as a stream of events, and it’s most valuable at

its time of arrival. Continuous queries are evaluated continuously as data streams
continue to arrive, always reflecting the stream data seen so far. Since data streams
are potentially unbounded in size, evaluating the query over different temporal
windows of recent data from the streams is a common pattern. For example, in a
tumbling window, events are grouped in a single window based on time or count.
A event belongs to only one window. In a sliding window, events are grouped
within a window that slides across the data stream according to a specified interval. Sliding windows can contain overlapping data; an event can belong to more
than one sliding window.
Let’s illustrate the semantics of queries in Flock by the following example.
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Consider a hypothetical online auction system containing two tables:
1 CREATE TABLE Auction (id INT, item_name VARCHAR(128),
2

description VARCHAR(255), initial_bid INT, reserve INT,

3

date_time DATE, expires DATE, seller INT, category INT);

4
5 CREATE TABLE Bid (
auction INT, bidder INT, price INT, date_time DATE);

6

The Auction table contains all items under auction, and the Bid table contains bids for items under auction. At some point the user executes a continuous
query to determine the average winning bid price for all auctions in each category across a series of fixed-sized, non-overlapping, 10-second contiguous time
periods1 . In Flock, this query is expressed with the following DML:
1 -- Flock Context: Window::Tumbling(Schedule::Seconds(10));
2 SELECT category,
3

Avg(final)

4 FROM

(SELECT Max(price) AS final,
category

5
FROM

6

auction AS A
INNER JOIN bid AS B

7

ON A.id = B.auction

8

WHERE B.date_time BETWEEN A.date_time AND A.expires

9

GROUP BY A.id, A.category) AS Q

10

11 GROUP BY category;

When the user submits this query, it is continuously and transparently exe1

We are assuming here that the auctions are very short-lived (with expiry time less than 10s)
and that each auction starts and ends in a single window.
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cuted in a microbatch mode on the cloud functions.

3.3

System Architecture
Flock is a cloud-native SQL query engine for event-driven analytics on cloud

function services. Figure 3.1 illustrates the Flock’s high-level architectural design.
The cloud service provider packages and compiles the most recent query engine
code into a single generic cloud function on a regular iteration cycle, then stores
the resultant binary code in cloud object storage. When a user submits a SQL
query, it is parsed, optimized, and planned as a series of low-level operators that
the optimizer selects to execute the most efficient query. Flock breaks the execution plan into stages, with each stage consisting of a chain of operators with the
same partitioning serialized as a string as part of the cloud function context. Flock
creates cloud functions by using executable binary code from cloud storage and
passing the encoded string (cloud context) as a function argument through the
cloud vendor’s SDK. The cloud function is created at the speed of light, and the
query is processed in real time. Function arguments are deserialized as the cloud
context during the initial instantiation of function instances, and therefore each
function is customized for a specific set of parameters. The function is aware of
carrying out a certain sub-plan and sending the result to the next function, allowing data flow in the cloud to occur without the intervention of a client coordinator.
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture.

3.3.1

SQL Interface
A query engine is a piece of code that can execute queries against data to pro-

duce answers to questions. Query engines provide a set of standard operations
and transformations that the end-user can combine in different ways through a
simple query language or application programming interface and are tuned for
good performance. For example, SQL query engines are included in the most
widely used relational databases, such as MySQL, Postgres, Oracle, and SQL Server.
In addition, all data warehouses and lakehouses [1, 3, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101] come
with a distributed SQL execution engine, such as Spark/Photon [102, 103], Flink [93],
Presto/Trino [104], F1 [105], Impala [106] and Hive [107], for interactively querying massive datasets.
Some exploratory research has been done on doing data analytics on cloud
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services [13, 14, 15]. However, there are yet no SQL-on-FaaS engines for data analytics. The end-user is compelled to split the physical plan for each query by
hand when merging query stages into cloud functions as a dataflow execution
paradigm on cloud. Forcing customers to use cloud vendor lock-in APIs to orchestrate query stages has the same effect as forcing users to create query execution plans directly in database systems. The user plans may be suboptimal, result
in significant performance loss, and such customized directionally-acyclic graphs
(DAG) are error-prone and are rarely to be reused. Furthermore, some cloud
customers have raised concerns about vendor lock-in, fearing reduced bargaining power when negotiating prices with cloud providers. The resulting switching costs benefit the largest and most established cloud providers and incentivize
them to promote complex proprietary APIs that are resistant to de facto standardization. Standardized and straightforward abstractions, such as SQL and
Dataframe API supported by Flock, would remove serverless adoption’s most
prominent remaining economic hurdle.

3.3.2

Distributed Planner
Flock uses rule-based optimizations to apply predicates and projection push-

down rules to a query plan that executed against the logical plan before the physical plan is created (see Figure 3.1). The physical plan is broken into a DAG of
query stages in the client-side, where each stage consists of a chain of operators
with the same partitioning. Each query stage is assigned to a cloud function using
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Figure 3.2: Physical Plan Partition.
template specialization approach described in the next section. A directed edge
from one stage to another represents data flow between cloud functions.
Figure 3.2 shows the plan partition of the query example in Section 3.2.3.
The physical plan of Arrow DataFusion is a nested layout in memory in which
the data sink, not the data source, is the root reference. Flock uses top-down
breadth-first algorithm to split the physical plan into a DAG of query stages. Flock
separates the plan when it encounters aggregate2 , join and sort operations so that
data can be shuffled around between query stages. Each stage or subplan deletes
the old reference to the child plan and replaces it with an empty MemoryExec that
2

"HashAggregateExec: mode=partial" is the same as doing partial aggregate within individual
cloud functions or workers, and there is no requirement for plan partition.
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has the same schema as the child plan. MemoryExec represents the execution plan
for reading in-memory batches of data. When the current stage receives all the
output of the previous stage, it will feed the data to its MemoryExec and complete
the query execution. Furthermore, while splitting the physical plan, Flock creates
a corresponding cloud context for each query stage in order to make the dataflow
paradigm operate on cloud function services.

3.3.3

Microbatch Execution Mode
Flock runs in a micro-batch execution mode, similar to Apache Spark’s Struc-

tured Streaming [102, 108, 109], that processes data streams as a series of micro batch tasks, achieving exactly-once fault-tolerance guarantees. In this mode,
epochs are typically set to be a few hundred milliseconds to a few seconds, and
each epoch executes as a traditional analytical job composed of a DAG of functions.
When compared to continuous operator model [110, 111, 112], micro-batch and
FaaS are more natural fits. There are two main reasons for this: 1) The cloud function is billed based on the number of invocations and duration, whereas record-byrecord is many orders of magnitude more expensive. 2) Some cloud providers,
e.g. AWS Lambda, only allow the function instance to execute one request at a
time, and a huge number of requests (via record-by-record) causes the function’s
latency to rise dramatically.
During query planning, Flock automatically chains together sequences of
functions, each of that corresponds to a query stage. Flock implicitly invokes the
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first cloud function to trigger the execution workflow at recurring times. Although
all created functions have exactly the same binary code, when a function is instantiated in the cloud, its environment variable contains the specific cloud context
carried when it was created. Therefore, different function instances can be specialised through the context (see Section 3.4). Functions share states by passing
arguments/payloads and return values to each other, which does not incur any
additional costs. The main challenge is determining how to send the shuffled
states to the same function instance without the need of an external communication medium. We accomplished this by setting the stateful function’s concurrency
to one and allocating global memory that allows the function to reuse "static context" across multiple invocations to the same instance. More details on how to
mitigate hotspots are described in Section 3.5.5.

3.3.4

Fault Tolerance

3.3.4.1

State Management

Flock achieves fault tolerance through the employment of a write-ahead log
and a state store. Both of them run over object storage system such as S33 to allow
parallel access. 1) the log keeps track of which data has been processed from each
input source and reliably written to the output sink. 2) the state store holds snapshots of operator states for aggregate functions. Simiar to Spark Streaming [109],
states are written asynchronously, and can be behind the latest data written to the
3

Starting from Dec 2020, all S3 GET, PUT, and LIST operations are now strongly consistent [113].
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output sink. In the event of a failure, the system will automatically track whatever
state it last updated in its log and recompute state from that point in the data.
Input sources like Kafka [114] and Kinesis [86] are replayable that allow rereading recent data using a stream offset. The function writes the start and end
offsets of each epoch durably to the log. The stateful functions/operators regularly
and asynchronously write the epoch ID along with their state checkpoint to the
state store, utilizing incremental checkpoints if possible. These checkpoints aren’t
required to occur every epoch or to block processing. Upon recovery, the new
function instance starts by reading the log to find the last epoch that hasn’t been
committed to the sink, including its start and end offsets. It then uses the offsets
of earlier epochs to reconstruct the states in memory from the last epoch written
to the state store. Finally, the system reruns the last epoch, and then executes the
micro-batch from the new epoch.

3.3.4.2

Invocation Failure

If a cloud function times out or is terminated, the computed end-result is accurate, with no data loss. This is because the new function is resumed using the
most recently stored checkpoint and states from S3. However, unlike traditional
nodes, function invocation errors can occur when the invocation request is rejected
by issues with request parameters and resource limits or when the function’s code
or runtime returns an error. If the asynchronous invocation fails, Lambda retries the function since the payload is part of the invocation and hence no data
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is lost. When an event fails all processing attempts or expires without being processed, it’s put into a dead-letter queue (DLQ) [115] for further processing, which
is part of a function’s version-specific configuration. If the synchronous invocation fails, Flock implements a linear backoff algorithm for automatic retries (see
Section 3.5.3).
The function may receive the same request/payload multiple times for asynchronous invocation because Lambda’s internal queue is eventually consistent [116].
The stateful function maintains a bitmap to avoid double-counting and to ensure
each payload is aggregated and processed exactly once (see Section 3.6.0.2).

3.4

3.4.1

Function Templates

Template Specialization
Legal cloud functions are only scripts or compiled programs, so many sys-

tems [15] embedded the physical plan to the function code during the code generation phase. They generate code for the individual tasks, compiles it and packages
it with necessary dependencies. To execute a job, a scheduler launches tasks as
serverless functions and monitors their progress. However, compiling cloud functions and dependencies at query runtime might cause delays of seconds or even
minutes, slowing query response time. For example, Flock is a Rust-based cloudnative query engine; if we build an x86_64-unknown-linux-gnu release version
with the features SIMD and mimalloc/snmalloc [117, 118] on an AWS EC2 instance – c5a.4xlarge, the build time was roughly 4 minutes even with incremental
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Figure 3.3: Generic Function and Template Specialization.
compilation. What’s worse, it takes 8m 33s to build from scratch. This is because
Flock requires a lengthy dependency tree to be built [119]. Another approach is
that Locus [13] is built on Pywren [120, 121], a pure Python implementation that
omits the code-generation and compilation steps and directly takes task code and
execution plan as input with sacrificing performance and cost (longer charged
duration).
We propose function template specialization as a way to completely eliminate
the compilation stage from the query execution pipeline. Template specialization
in programming languages allows alternative implementations to be presented
based on specific properties of the parameterized type that is being instantiated,
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enabling for certain types of optimization and reducing code bloat. Similarly,
as shown in Figure 3.3, Flock’s service provider creates, builds, and archives a
generic cloud function as a bootstrap.zip file, which is primarily made up of
four components: cloud context initialization, data collection and preparation,
query execution and next function invocation (more details will be explored in
Section 3.4.2). The service provider then uploads the bootstrap.zip to the cloud
object storage, such as Amazon S3 [17], and makes new public release available
for Flock users.
Flock eliminates the requirement for the client or central registry to spend
time compiling SQL execution plans and new cloud functions into binary code,
resulting in much lower end-to-end latency4 ; Flock creates functions right away
using the S3 object of the generic function that the service provider has provided in
advance [124]. In addition, the cloud context, which includes the execution plan,
is serialized and sent as a string into the Lambda API create_function()’s parameter environment in Figure 3.3. The cloud context is compressed with Zstd [125]
after serialization by default since Lambda environment variables have a default
4 KB service quota that cannot be raised [126]. In that case, Flock can store the
execution plan in S3 and preserve the S3 object key in the cloud context if the
execution plan exceeds this limit. The environment variable settings that are accessible from function code during execution on cloud. The query launch time is
reduced by 10,000 times using this approach since launching a cloud function just
4

For developers who want to write custom stream processing logic, Flock’s stateful operators
are UDFs with state that still require users to compile function code during query runtime. In this
case, JIT code generation for each query over LLVM [122] or Cranelift [123] is a better solution to
reduce branching overhead and the memory footprint.
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requires the creation of a function without compilation.
Flock then invokes the newly created function name to execute the query on
the cloud function services via the Lambda API invoke() [127]. The context initialization is performed once per function instance to prepare the cloud environment for invocations; it reads the encoded string from the environment variable
and deserializes it as the cloud context. The generic function template specialization is then achieved. Even while all functions have the identical code — generic
template, each function can identify the specific execution plan and which function to deliver the output to via the cloud context when it is instantiated in the
cloud.

3.4.2

Generic Function
Flock is a new generation of cloud native query engine that consists sim-

ply of generic functions and a client library. The generic function can work with
any type, rather than a specific type only, allowing it to be designed, built, and
delivered to the cloud platform ahead of time. To take use of the latest query
engine capabilities, the cloud service provider only has to offer customers with
an updated version of the generic function on a regular basis without disclosing
the source code. The client library can translate SQL queries to executable cloud
functions.
A generic function is a function code whose behavior depends on the identities of the arguments supplied to it via environment (see Figure 3.3). When a
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function is invoked, it deserializes the cloud context given by the client to discover
the appropriate code regions — those with specializers that are compatible with
the actual context.
The pseudo code in Listings 3.1 shows how the generic cloud function is implemented and operated. The function code can be broken down into four parts:
(1) Cloud Context Initialization. INIT (line 5) is a synchronization primitive
for running a one-time global initialization. The given closure ctx_fn (line 914) is used to deserialize environment variables into cloud context, and it will be
run if call_once (line 15) is used for the first time; otherwise, the routine will
not be invoked. Private data that is only used per invocation should be defined
within the handler. Global variables such as CLOUD_CONTEXT retain their value
between invocations in the same execution environment. As a result, the cloud
context is only initialized once throughout the lifetime of the instance, and future
invocations reuse the resolved static context. arena (line 11 and 23) is a type of
global resource that are created during initialization stays in memory between
invocations, allowing the handler to collect states across invocations. We explain
it in more details in Section 3.6.0.2.
(2) Data Preparation. The function essentially receives the payload in JSON
format from the HTTP request’s body, computes the result, and either returns it
to the client or forwards it to the next functions as HTTP requests. When the runtime receives an event, it passes the event (line 22) to the function handler. Flock
leverages Apache Arrow [95] to save streaming data (line 24) in the in-memory
columnar format to maximize cache locality, pipelining and SIMD instructions on
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modern CPUs. In the case of the function associated with the aggregate operation, such as HashAggregateExec, Flock uses Arena to collect all data partitions
before being given to the embedded query engine in the current function. More
details are described in Section 3.6.0.2.
(3) Query Execution. The function includes Arrow DataFusion [96], an inmemory query engine that provides both a DataFrame and SQL API for querying
CSV, Parquet, and in-memory data. DataFusion leverages the Arrow compute
kernels for vectorized query processing. All rows with a particular grouping key
are in the same partitions, such as the case with hash repartitioning on the group
keys. Data partitions are processed in parallel in the cloud function (line 26).
(4) Next Function Invocations. Following the execution of the query stage
in the current function, the output is placed into the next function invocation’s
payload (see invoke() in Figure 3.3), and finally, a synchronous or asynchronous
invocation (line 27) is made to make distributed dataflow possible. The implicit
invocation chain is analogous to functional programming. More complex data
shuffling are described in detail in Section 3.6.0.3.
1 use lambda_runtime::{service_fn, LambdaEvent};
2 use serde_json::Value;
3
4 /// Initialize the function instance once and only once.
5 static INIT: Once = Once::new();
6 static mut CLOUD_CONTEXT = CloudContext::Uninitialized;
7
8 macro_rules! init_cloud_context {
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9

let ctx_fn = || match std::env::var(&**CONTEXT_NAME) {
Ok(s) => { CLOUD_CONTEXT = CloudContext::Lambda((

10

ExecutionContext::unmarshal(&s), Arena::new()));

11
12

}

13

...

14

};

15

INIT.call_once(ctx_fn);

16

match &mut CLOUD_CONTEXT {

17

CloudContext::Lambda((ctx, arena)) => (ctx, arena),

18

CloudContext::Uninitialized => panic!("uninitialized!"),

19

}

20 }
21
22 async fn handler(event: LambdaEvent<Payload>) -> Result<Value> {
23

let (mut ctx, mut arena) = init_cloud_context!();

24

let (input, status) = prepare_data(ctx, arena, event)?;

25

if status == HashAggregateStatus::Ready {

26

let output = collect(ctx, input).await?;

27

invoke_next_functions(ctx, output, ...).await

28

} else if status == HashAggregateStatus::NotReady {
Ok(json!("response": "data is not yet ready"))

29
30

} else if status == HashAggregateStatus::Processed {

31

Ok(json!("response": "data has been processed"))

32

}

33 }
34
35 #[tokio::main]
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36 async fn main() -> Result<()> {
37

lambda_runtime::run(handler_fn(handler)).await?;

38

Ok(())

39 }

Listing 3.1: Generic Function Skeleton.

3.4.2.1

Heterogeneous Hardware

According to the AWS blog [128], AWS Lambda functions running on Graviton2 [129], using an Arm-based processor architecture designed by AWS, deliver
up to 34% better price performance compared to functions running on x86 processors for a range of serverless applications including real-time data analytics.
To give users with better price-performance, Flock provides function binaries for
both x86 and Arm architectures, and users may select different generic function
binaries from AWS S3 bucket to create Lambda functions that operate on x86
and/or Arm processors. Currently, Flock has 4 versions on S3 — x86_64-gnu,
x86_64-musl, aarch64-gnu and aarch64-musl.
For Lambda functions using the Arm/Graviton2 processors, duration charges
are 20% lower than the current pricing for x86. However, the reported performance difference (19%) between x86 and Arm by AWS may not include SIMD
optimization. An unanswered question is who performs better on query operations when AVX2 and Arm Neon intrinsic are employed. The Graviton2 processor
also has support for the Armv8.2 instruction set. Armv8.2 specification includes
the large-system extensions (LSE) introduced in Armv8.1. LSE provides low-cost
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atomic operations and improves system throughput for CPU-to-CPU communication, locks, and mutexes. To measure the difference between architectures, we
compared the latency and duration cost between the two architectures in Section 3.7.

3.5

Serverless Actors and Communication
The actor model is a highly popular computational pattern, which simpli-

fies the job of composing parallel and distributed executions by using a basic unit
of computation: the actor. Flock is an actor model that provides an isolated, independent unit of compute and state with multiple-threaded execution on cloud
functions for serverless event-stream processing service with pay-for-use.

3.5.1

One-way Communication
The most important element of the actor model is that actors can communi-

cate via asynchronous messages. Previous work has proposed solutions for data
exchange in the serverless context [13, 14, 15, 130, 131]. They rely on external storage to exchange large amounts of data since cloud functions can’t accept incoming connections. For example, Starling [15] uses Amazon S3 to pass intermediate
data between function invocations. However, the solutions consist of additional
services, which increases the latency (I/O), billed expenses of function duration
and S3 access, and therefore compromises the advantages of a serverless system.
Flock differs from earlier systems in that it is built for real-time stream pro-
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cessing on gigabytes of data rather than OLAP workloads. AWS Lambda functions have a 6 MB payload size limit for synchronous invocations and a 256 KB
size limit for asynchronous invocations [88]. The function’s concurrency is the
number of instances that serve requests at a given time, and the default regional
concurrency limit starts at 1000 [132] which can be easily increased to 5000 by contacting Amazon. By combining these two AWS Lambda quotas above, as well as
data encoding and compression, Flock can transfer GB-level intermediate results
between functions without using external storage.
When a function is invoked (see invoke() in Figure 3.3), Flock passes data in
the payload and the payload is serialized to JSON bytes because the content type
of HTTP requests body is enforced to application/json in AWS Lambda. Data
partitioning guarantees that each partition can be placed in a function’s payload,
and the functional chain seamlessly passes the data to the next query stage. This
removes the need to persist and load data from data stores such as DynamoDB [133]
and S3 [17]. There is no additional cost associated with invoking Lambda functions with a payload, which reduces bill cost and duration.
Table 3.2 shows the latency difference between AWS S3 and function payload. By default, objects are compressed with Zstd [125], which provides a 4x
compression ratio on NYC Citi Bike trip data [134]. Therefore, the real single partition size we tested reached up to 60MB, which is enough to handle streaming
workloads. The latency in the table also includes the overheads of marshalling/unmarshalling and compression/decompression, this is because serialization and
deserialization phases happen in Lambda Rust Runtime [135]. However, these
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Object (Zstd)
1.5 KB
15 KB
150 KB
1.5 MB
15 MB

S3 Read
0.471
0.471
0.653
1.615
11.720

S3 Write
0.113
0.144
0.205
0.594
1.828

S3 Total
0.584
0.615
0.858
2.209
13.548

Lambda Sync
0.020
0.020
0.036
0.281
2.201

Lambda Async
0.030
0.044
0.066
0.785
6.054

Table 3.2: The latency comparison (seconds).
parts are not bottlenecks, accounting for less than 7% of total time. When the
compressed partition is less than or equal to 1.5MB, the payload communication
is an order of magnitude faster than S3. Since 15 MB exceeds the maximum size
of the function payload, Flock executed the same function instance three times
synchronously or 60 times asynchronously, resulting in a 6x or 2x improvement,
respectively. We’ll explain how multiple payloads are routed to the same running
instance in Section 3.5.5, which is the critical part of data shuffling.
The limitation of this approach is that AWS Lambda does not yet provide
per-instance concurrency like GCP Functions [136] for now. GCP function allows
for up to 1,000 concurrent requests on a single instance of an application, providing a far greater level of efficiency. In extreme cases, multiple data partitions shuffling for aggregation may performs poorly when constrained to a single-request
model.

3.5.2

Sync and Async
When a function is invoked asynchronously, Lambda puts the event in a

Lambda-owned queue and returns right away, rather than exposing Lambda’s
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internal queues directly. A separate process reads events from the queue and executes the function. AWS Lambda is a multitenant system that implements fairness is by setting per-customer rate-based limits, with some flexibility for bursting [137]. Therefore, there may be an occasional invocation delay while dealing
with heavy workloads.
Figure 3.4 shows the benefit of asynchronous calling that is when the current
function invokes the next function, it can return immediately instead of waiting for
the succeeding function to complete its execution. This significantly decreases the
expense of duration. If n represents the total number of query stages, fi represents
the lambda function or function group corresponding to the ith query stage. The
total asynchronous invocation cost of the bill is

n
X

λ(fi ) +

i=0

n
X

d(fi )

i=0

λ(fi ) indicates the cost of function invocations to the ith query stage with a
specific memory and processors. d(fi ) is the billed duration cost of the ith query
stage. For the synchronous invocation, the duration cost (including waiting time)
of the ith stage is

Pn
j=i

d(fj ). The total cost of the bill is

n
X
i=0

λ(fi ) +

n X
n
X

d(fj )

i=0 j=i

However, compared to asynchronous invocation, synchronous invocation
is faster and more reliable, and it won’t be affected by internal queue throttling.
Furthermore, if the query is executed by a single function or the stages are shal85
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Figure 3.4: The duration charge comparison.
low, the billed duration of synchronous invocation is lower and less expensive.
This is because its payload maximum is 6MB, which is 24 times larger than the
asynchronous’s 256KB, the synchronous approach requires 24 times fewer invocations, alleviating the the single-request model problem of AWS Lambda. Since
each function call is charged for duration, the asynchronous approach may have
a higher cost in terms of invocation and duration time.

3.5.3

No Coordinator
Migrating streaming applications from a traditional serverful deployment

to a serverless platform presents unique opportunities. Traditional serverful deployments rely on existing workflow management frameworks such as MapReduce [138], Apache Spark [102, 109], Sparrow [139], Apache Flink [93] to provide
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a logically centralized scheduler for managing task assignments and resource allocation. The scheduler traditionally has various objectives, including load balancing, maximizing cluster utilization, ensuring task fairness, keeping track of
distributed tasks, deciding when to schedule the next task (or set of tasks), and
reacting to finished tasks or execution failures. A traditional serverful scheduler is
not required by serverless computing. This is because FaaS providers are responsible for managing the containers or MicroVMs [140] and serverless platforms
typically provide a nearly unbounded amount of ephemeral resources. However,
existing data systems on FaaS platforms like Starling [15] and Lambada [14] still
require a coordinator to monitor task completion and start new stages once dependencies are completed due to they use S3 as the communication medium between
functions. They would otherwise have no way of knowing if the current query
step is complete.
Flock completely eliminates the coordinator by putting the function name of
the next stage in the current function’s cloud context during the query planning
phase on the client-side (see Figure 3.3). When the current function finishes the
computation, it simply passes the result to the next function invocation’s payload. 1) For asynchronous invocation, if the function is terminated abnormally
or thrown invocation errors, AWS Lambda retries the function. Flock configures
a dead-letter queue [115] on the function to capture events that weren’t successfully processed for further processing. 2) For synchronous invocation, Flock implements truncated linear backoff algorithm that uses progressively longer waits
between retries for rate limit exceeded errors. The retries are only required in
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synchronous invocations when Flock passes multiple payloads to a single function with concurrency equals to 1, more details are explained in Section 3.5.5. The
current function, in this approach, regularly re-invokes a failed function, increasing the waiting time between retries until the maximum backoff time is reached.
The following is the duration of the wait:

min(50 ∗ increase_factor + random_milliseconds, max_backoff)

The increase_factor starts from 1, and reset to 1 when 50*increase_factor
exceeds the maximum backoff. random_milliseconds is bounded to 100ms that
helps to avoid cases in which many functions retry at once, sending requests in
synchronized waves. In conclusion, removing the query engine’s core coordinator makes coding, operation, and maintenance easier while potentially reducing
query processing time.

3.5.4

Function Name
The name of the cloud function is made up of three parts:

Function Name: <Query Code>-<Query Stage ID>-<Group Member ID>

The query code is the hash digest of a query. The query stage id is a 2-digit
number that represents the position of a stage in the DAG, and the group member
id is the position of the function in a group it belongs to. The function name does
not include a timestamp so that the created function can be reused by continuous
queries without incurring a cold start penalty. This naming convention guarantees
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that each cloud function is appropriately identified and categorized into a distinct
query, allowing Flock to detect and resolve issues efficiently.
The cloud function concurrency is the number of instances or execution environments that serve requests at a given time [141]. The first time you invoke a
function, AWS Lambda creates a function instance and runs its method to process
the event. After the invocation has ended, the execution environment is retained
for a period of time. If another request arrives, the environment is reused to handle the subsequent request. However, if requests arrive simultaneously, Lambda
scales up the function instances to provide multiple execution environments, and
the events are processed concurrently. Each instance has to be set up independently, so each instance experiences a full cold start. Flock uses Lambda SDK
API [142] to set the maximum concurrency for each function in the query DAG,
ensuring that the function has the ability to scale on its own, preventing it from
growing beyond that point.

3.5.5

Function Group
Flock sets the default 1000 concurrency to stateless (non-aggregate, e.g. scan,

filter and projection) functions. Each of them is preferentially executed on a data
partition contained the same keys to maximize data parallelism. If the concurrency of the stateful (aggregate, e.g. group by, sort and join) function is set to
more than 1, Flock is unable to ensure the integrity of the query results. Lambda
is likely to spawn multiple running instances to handle payloads from the non-
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Figure 3.5: Cloud Function Group.
aggregate functions, causing the partial results to divergence and ultimately fail
to aggregate. Therefore, for aggregate function, Flock set its concurrency to 1,
which enforces AWS Lambda to create at most one running instance for the aggregation function at any given time.
However, one of the key benefits of serverless query engine is the ease in
which it can scale to meet traffic demands or requests, with little to no need for
capacity planning. Setting the concurrency of aggregate functions to one goes
against the essence of serverless computing. Because there is only one function
instance for the current query stage, and AWS Lambda does not yet provide perinstance concurrency [136] like GCP Functions to accept concurrent requests on
a single running instance, hot spots are caused by awaiting the completion of the
preceding aggregate task.
We proposes the function group technique that creates a set of cloud functions
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in a group for each query stage after physical plan partition to reduce the hotspot
effect. 1) for non-aggregate function, its concurrency is 1000 by default. Flock
only makes one function member (name) in that group, and AWS Lambda governs its running instances and routes requests to them. 2) for aggregate function,
its concurrency is set to 1. Flock creates a group consisting of multiple identical
functions with different names.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of how the cloud function group works. The
function 0 contains the query stage 0 and has the default 1000 concurrency. Lambda
starts four instances of function 0, each of which conducts a local aggregation and
hash partitioning of the output into two distinct payloads – green and blue boxes.
The same color payload in different function instances includes the same shuffle
id (see Section 3.6.0.1) that is used to generate a deterministic random key to perform consistent hashing [143]. Because the cloud context of the function 0 (see
Figure 3.3) has the next function name — here is Group(QS-01,8), QS-01 is group
name and 8 is group size. Using the group information, Flock maps payloads associated with the same key on four distinct instances to the same function name
(same instance) in the next stage. This approach distributes shuffling operations
to multiple function instances and guarantees data integrity since all functions’
concurrency in the group equals to 1. To minimize serial aggregates on the same
function instance caused by hash collisions, each function 0 does a single consistent hash lookup to determine the ring’s start point, then maps different data
partitions to different function names in a counterclockwise order. For example,
if green partitions are mapped to QS-01-06, then blue partitions is mapped to
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QS-01-05.
With consistent hashing, on the other hand, the hashing function is independent of the number of cloud functions in the group. This allows the extended
optimizer to dynamically routing the data as we add or remove functions, and
hence, scale on demand to balance hotspots and cold starts5 . Furthermore, by
reading statistics from the state store, function instances can agree on dynamically coalescing shuffle partitions for adaptive query execution [144].

3.6

Flock Dataflow Paradigm
For workloads using streaming data, data arrives continuously, often from

different sources, and is processed incrementally. The processing function does
not know when the data stream starts or ends. Consequently, this type of data
is commonly processed in temporal windows. Flock has native support for tumbling, sliding and session window functions, enabling users to launch complex
stream processing jobs with minimal effort. The first query stage is datasource
functions, which continue to fetch messages from the stream until a full batch is
obtained or the time window expires.
Flock’s execution plan, unlike traditional distributed execution engines, is a
dynamic directed acyclic graph that changes with time in the cloud rather than a
static one on-premise. This is because each stage in the query DAG represents a
cloud function group, AWS Lambda automatically scales up and down running
instances for each stage based on the number of incoming events. However, as the
5

We have yet to implement this feature in the Flock codebase.
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data shuffling is sent in pieces via the function invocation’s payload, the aggregate
function is likely to receive data partitions from many temporal windows. In this
section, we seek to answer the following questions: 1) When data partitions of
different shuffling operations or even different queries are delivered to the same
function instance, how to distinguish aggregation between data? 2) How to know
the aggregation is complete and it’s time to move on?

3.6.0.1

Payload Structure

The payload has a Data field that contains an "on-the-wire" representation
of Arrow record batches. The Schema field defines the tables, fields, relationships,
and types of the data carried. The payload also contains metadata about the data.
For example, the Encoding field provides different compression options, such as
Snappy [145], Lz4 [146] and Zstd [125], to compress Arrow data. The default
option is Zstd.
Payload: { UUID, EpochID, ShuffleID, Data, Schema, Encoding }
UUID: { QID, SEQ_NUM, SEQ_LEN }
QID: <Query Code>-<Job ID>-<Query Timestamp>

To make shuffling and aggregation more deterministic, Flock marks each
payload with a UUID. The QID copies the query code from the function name
(see Section 3.5.4). Unlike the function name, the QID also contains the query start
timestamp and job id. This allows different queries’ payloads to be differentiated
from one another. The Epoch ID indicates which microbatch the current data partition comes from. The payload’s UUID also includes SEQ_NUM and SEQ_LEN in ad93

dition to the QID. SEQ_NUM is a monotonically increasing number used to identify
the uniqueness of the payload in a certain set of aggregated data, and the SEQ_LEN
field represents the total number of payloads needs to be aggregated. These two
fields ensure the aggregate function knows whether all payloads have been collected for a certain job.
In the case of the partial aggregate inside the function, it produces multiple
payloads, and each of them may be shuffling to different functions in the next
function group (see Section 3.5.5). The Shuffle ID is used to assign an incremental
number to each output payload in the function, and payloads (across function
instances) in the same stage belonging to the same partition (range) are allocated
the same shuffle id. This is mainly used to distinguish different aggregate tasks
of the same query job since they can all be mapped the same next function. For
example, the green payload’s shuffle id is 1 and the blue payload is 2 in Figure 3.5.
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3.6.0.2

Global Arena

Static initialization happens before the query code starts running in the function. Listings 3.1 (line 23) shows the INIT code runs when a new execution environment is running for the first time, and also whenever a function scales up
and the Lambda service is creating new environments for the function. The initialization code is not run again if an invocation takes effect on a warm instance.
Static initialization is the best place to allow a function to reuse global resource in
the same environment over multiple invocations. The cloud context and memory
arena are deserialized or created in the initialization phase and are only loaded
once per environment, avoiding them from being loaded on every invocation.
Arena is a global versioned hash map that aggregates data partitions outside
of the function handler to ensure the data integrity for further stream processing.
The key is a tuple including the QID and Shuffle ID of the payload. The value
containing the currently received payloads. The SEQ_LEN field in each payload
indicates the total number of payloads that the current session needs to collect.
AWS Lambda does not yet provide per-instance concurrency [136], Flock decompresses and deserializes data only after receiving all payloads, allowing for maximum parallelization.
The function can receive the same payloads several times for async function
invocation due to Lambda’s internal queue is eventually consistent [116]. The
bitmap field is provided for this reason: it guarantees that each payload is aggregated and processed only once. The payload’s SEQ_NUM is a bitmap index that rep96

resents each payload as a single bit to track the aggregation state. The function
can handle the same payload many times without incurring repeated duration
expenses while utilizing bitmap. Even if the function output is empty, payloads
carrying just metadata must be passed to the next function.

3.6.0.3

Multi-level Shuffling

Let’s have a look at the query execution plan for an online auction system in
Figure 3.2. The query is divided into four stages by Flock, and the whole execution
flow on cloud functions is represented in Figure 3.6.
Stage 0: This stage reads upstream streaming data first, until the time window is reached. Separate cloud functions can be used for the auction and bid
data sources, however just for simplicity, both data sources (Bid and Auction) are
read in the same running instance. The repartition operator uses a hash of an expression (the join key) and the number of partitions (here, M=4) to map N input
partitions to M output partitions. The data to be distributed in such a way that
the same values of the keys end up in the same partition or payload. To deliver
payloads to the next query stage, Flock calls the next function 4 times.
Stage 1: Lambda starts four instances, one for each payload to process. Each
input payload has a distinct SEQ_NUM ranging from 1 to 4. The function then performed a local hash aggregation and repartitioned the partitions into two output
payloads (green and blue boxes) after the hash join. The output payload inherits
the input payload’s SEQ_NUM. Based on the payload position, shuffle ids are as-
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signed in increments of one. Each function uses the same deterministic seed to
generate the same hash key, then does a single lookup to establish a starting point
in the hash ring, then picks each next function counterclockwise for each payload
and calls it in parallel.
Stage 2: The current function, unlike stage 1, collects multiple input payloads
in the global arena (see Section 3.6.0.2). Shuffle ids are allocated in the same way
in the current function’s output payloads. The input’s shuffle id, on the other
hand, must be set to the output’s SEQ_NUM so that the next function name can
determine whether or not payloads are duplicates that can be aggregated by the
same aggregate job.
Stage 3: The third stage produces output partitions, and its next function is
a data sink action that delivers the result to downstream services in the current
function.

3.7

Evaluation
In our evaluation we seek to answer the following questions in correspond-

ing sections:

1. How does x86_64 and arm64 architecture affect Flock performance?
2. How performant is Flock compared to alternatives?
3. How does Flock’s operational cost compare to alternatives as query workloads change?
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Figure 3.7: Lambda function on x86 and Arm processors.

3.7.1

Experimental Setup
To evaluate Flock’s performance cost, we run our experiments on the fol-

lowing two streaming benchmarks: Yahoo Streaming Benchmark (YSB) [92] is a
simple advertisement application, and its job is to read various JSON events from
Kafka and store a windowed count of relevant events per ad campaign into Redis.
NEXMark Benchmark [91] is an evolution of the XMark benchmark for an online
auction house. NEXMark presents a schema of three concrete tables, and a set of
queries to run in a streaming sense. NEXMark attempts to provide a benchmark
that is both extensive in its use of operators, and close to a real-world application by being grounded in a well-known problem. The original benchmark was
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adopted and extended by the Apache Foundation for their use in Beam [147],
a system intended to provide a general API for a variety of streaming systems.
To make things a bit more dynamic, they changed the size of the windows to be
merely ten seconds, rather than the minutes and hours the original specification
sets. They also added more queries [148], for example, q1 - q8 are from original
NEXMark queries, q0 and q9 - q13 are from Apache Beam6 . We follow the Beam
implementation, as it is the most widely adopted one.

3.7.2

x86 vs Arm Architectures
The AVX2 and ARM Neon intrinsics are used in this experiment, which rely

on Rust SIMD auto-vectorization as well as handwritten arrow kernels that explicitly employ SIMD intrinsics. We generated 500,000 NEXMark events, including
9995 person events, 29985 auction events, and 459770 bid events. Each subplot
performs a different operation on the events. The proportion of a function’s allotted memory determines the CPU share dedicated to it. This is why we tweak total
memory to tune the CPU [149].
Figure 3.7(a) shows the performance of the lambda function executing fours
query operators (filter, join, aggregate and sort) under the x86 and Arm architectures while varying the function’s memory size. Except that Arm is 5-10% slower
than x86 in aggregate operations, the billed duration of all other operations is less
on Arm than on x86. The filter’s duration accounts for 34% - 77% of total x86
6

The NEXMark Query 13 is BOUNDED_SIDE_INPUT_JOIN: Joins a stream to a bounded side
input, modeling basic stream enrichment.
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Figure 3.8: Performance cost of executing 20 million NEXMark events and 1
million events per second.

time, the join’s duration for 76% - 91% of total x86 time, and the sort’s duration for
61% - 76% of total x86 time on Arm. Furthermore, Arm’s duration charge is 20%
less expensive per millisecond than x86. For example, the 1ms charge for ARM
512MB is $0.0000000067, which is 20% cheaper than $0.0000000083 for x86 [150].
When compared to traditional x86 architecture on cloud, Flock on AWS Graviton2
processor saves more billing cost due to the shorter duration and lower charge.
Figure 3.7(b) shows the difference between NEXMark N5 and N6 under different architectures. N5 introduces the first use of windowing in NEXMark, and
requires a sliding window to boot, which calculates the hot items in the last 10 seconds and update every 5 seconds. N6 is the only one in NEXMark that makes use
of partition by. Both queries executed for 20 seconds, 1M event per second. N5
runs 14% faster than x86 on Arm, which is 31% cheaper than x86. Similarly, N6 is
also 28% cheaper. In comparison to x86, Arm is indeed faster and less expensive.
The rest of Flock experiments are run on Arm-based Graviton2 processors.

3.7.3

Performance Cost
Figure 3.8 compares the throughput, query time, billed duration and hourly

cost of executing 10 million events and 1 million events per second between Flink
and Flock under different configurations. Flink was deployed on EC2 instances –
c4.2xlarge, c4.4xlarge and c4.8xlarge respectively with different numbers of CPU
cores and memory sizes. EC2 instances are long-running, we set the duration
of Flink to be the same as the query time. However, for Flock, the billed duration
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refers specifically to the execution part of the cloud functions and does not include
data preparation and transmission. We configured 3 memory sizes for Flock’s
cloud functions — 512 MB, 2 GB and 8 GB. Flink uses 8 workers, which equals
to the concurrency of Flock function. Flock updates the state asynchronously
to S3, whereas Flink updates the state to the local RocksDB [67]. To avoid the
compaction overhead in EC2 instances, we only compared Flock and Flink in our
experiments with the hashmap state backend enabled.
We ran the NEXMark queries 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 11, and 12 in the experiments.
N1, N2, and N3 are elementwise queries that feed Flock a micro-batch of events
per second. N5 is a sliding window query that schedules overlapping events that
occurred in the last 10 seconds and updates every 5 seconds. N7 is a tumbling window query that aggregates events using distinct time-based windows that open
and close at 10 second intervals. N10 is a query to log all occurrences to the file
system – Flink saves output to the local file system, whereas Flock saves data to
S3. N11 is a session window query that groups events for the same user that occur
at similar times, while filtering out periods of time when no data is available. N12
is a tumbling window query with a 10 second interval dependent on processing
time.
The c4.2xlarge has 8 vCPUs and 15.0 GiB of memory, but the performance
is still far inferior to the Flock-512MB. This is because Flink is a Scala-based implementation, whereas Flock is a Rust-based high-performance query engine that
includes SIMD and mimalloc [117] and is based on Arrow DataFusion [96]. When
using the c4.4xlarge or c4.8xlarge, Flink can generally obtain similar throughput
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and query time as Flock. The duration of Flock-512MB on N10 is greater than
query time, this is because the processing of events from distinct mini-batches or
windows can be separated, and then we can invoke new cloud functions to process any stacking events so that pipeline parallelism hides part of the duration
delay, thereby shortening the query response time. The query time isn’t lower
than 20 seconds, since we produce 20 million events in total, and only process
1 million events per second. When Flock-512MB is operating on N7, an out of
memory error is thrown. This is due to N7’s need for 676 MB of RAM to collect,
decompress, and deserialize data. Even if the function is not completed correctly,
it will be charged for the time it took.
As illustrated in the hourly cost subgraph. Flock can reduce the hourly cost
to 1/10 with similar performance to Flink. When the streaming data rate is low,
the volume is modest, or the data is queried rarely, Flock’s cost performance is
more than two orders of magnitude better than Flink.

3.7.4

Invocation Payload
Table 3.2 shows the difference in latency of payload and S3 communication

when Lambda memory size is set to 128MB, rather than end-to-end query processing. The coordinator overhead of the state-of-the-art system such as Starling [15],
for example, is not included. Figure 3.9 therefore compares the invocation with
payload to S3 communication in terms of latency, duration and billed cost while
varying the number of events on NEXMark Q3. The memory size of the Lambda
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Figure 3.9: Flock Payload versus Flock S3 on NEXMark Q3.
function is set to 512MB in this experiment, and it is launched in us-east-1, with
Flock-S3’s coordinator is deployed on the client-side.
For Flock-S3, the latency minus the duration, which is about 3 seconds, is
used to indicate the overhead of coordinator and function calls. Flock-S3 is an
order of magnitude slower than Flock-Payload due to the round trips between
the coordinator and cloud functions. It also has a one-order-of-magnitude higher
billed duration cost than Flock-Payload. This is because S3 reads and writes all
happen during function execution, and I/O latency is billed. In the case of FlockPayload, however, raising the number of events increases the payload size, which
impacts delivery time and execution time, and hence query latency, but delivery
time has no effect on the billed duration.
The S3 subgraph shows the cost of utilizing S3 as an external communication
medium for query processing. PUT, COPY, POST, LIST requests are charged $0.005
per 1,000 requests, and GET, SELECT, and all other requests are charged $0.0004
per 1,000 requests [151]. For S3 reads and writes, it actually means we are billed
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ceil(requests / 1000) * 0.0054 where requests is the number of that type of
request we made during a monthly billing interval within one S3 region. Here,
because the total number of S3 requests is less than 1000, we are directly charged
$0.0054. Flock-Payload does not use S3 to transmit data between functions, there
is no extra cost. The total cost is shown in the last subgraph, with the integer
component coming from S3 communication and the fractional part coming from
the duration cost.

3.7.5

Distributed Query Processing
When compared to query execution on a single function, distributed query

execution has a substantial overhead and should be applied only when there is
benefit in doing so [152]. Distributed execution splits the query plan into query
stages, each of which is handled by a lambda function or function group. First, it
can handle larger volumes of data. Due to each Lambda function can be allocated
up to 10 GB of memory [88], it partitions input data into distinct function instances
using hash shuffling, each of which performs the query independently. Furthermore, since AWS Lambda currently only supports the single request paradigm,
the aggregate function must obtain all shuffled data from the previous query stage
in a serial manner. Distributed execution can dramatically minimize latency by
lowering the payload size and number of aggregates.
Figure 3.3 shows the latency and billed duration of NEXMark Query 4 and
YSB under centralized and distributed executions. We produced 10 million events
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for NEXMark N4. For centralized mode, Flock invoked the same function instance
65 times to complete N4. In distributed mode, ordinary lambda functions have a
concurrency of 1000 by default , the aggregate function group has a size of 8, and
each function member has a concurrency of 1. The latency of N4 is reduced by 4
times using distributed mode, but the billed duration is indeed 10 times that of
the centralized mode. This is because N4 is divided into four query stages, each
of which is called multiple times due to shuffle or aggregate, and each function
execution results in a billable duration.
YSB models a simple ad account environment, where events describing ad
views enter the system and those of a certain type are accounted to their associated
campaign. Every ten seconds Flock is expected to report the total ads for each
campaign within those ten seconds. YSB is a tumbling window of 10 seconds,
and we generate 1 million events per second. Because ad event characteristics are
all string types, and a single ad event is much larger than a NEXMark event, we
raised the capacity of the Lambda function to 8GB. This is because the centralized
mode cannot process queries in a 2GB memory environment. The centralized
version of YSB has a substantially higher latency than the distributed mode by an
order of magnitude. This is also because the ad event is excessively big, requiring
Flock to invoke the same function instance 540 times in order to collect 10 seconds
of window data and run the query. On the other hand, the billed duration in the
distributed mode is comparable to that in the centralized mode, implying that
distributed query processing has clear benefits on YSB.
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Query

Mode

Memory

Latency

Billed Duration

N4
N4
YSB
YSB

centralized
distributed
centralized
distributed

2G
2G
8G
8G

17.49s
4.12s
113.38s
2.95s

6.25s
59.42s
31.54s
33.53s

Table 3.3: Distributed query processing.

3.7.6

Cold Start
Figure 3.10 shows the latency and billed duration while running NEXMark

N3 multiple times with different number of events per second. A cold start is
the first request that a new Lambda instance handles. This request takes longer to
process because the Lambda service needs deploy our code and spin up a new microVM [140] before the request can begin. The first request handled by a Lambda
instance will also trigger a one-time function that initializes the Lambda execution context from the cloud environment (see line 23 in Listings 3.1). When the
number of events per second is 1K or 10K, both the first and second invocations to
the lambda function have a long delay. The second call’s billed duration has decreased dramatically, indicating that it is not a new instance, but its overall time
has risen to 1.6 seconds. The third subgraph, on the other hand, only has one "cold
start". We believe this is some unexplained behavior of AWS Lambda infrastructure. As expected, warm runs had a one- to two-order-of-magnitude decrease
in latency. For stream processing, as long as the maximum idle time limit is not
exceeded, Flock won’t be troubled by cold run because Lambda is almost guaranteed to be warm since the query is executed continuously. For workloads that
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Figure 3.10: Lambda cold start cost on NEXMark Q3.
exceed the idle time limit, AWS Lambda supports provisioned concurrency [153]
with extra cost that initializes a requested number of execution environments to
respond immediately to the function’s invocations.

3.8

RELATED WORK
Serverless workflows. Major cloud providers introduced serverless work-

flow services[154, 155, 156], which provide easier design and orchestration for
serverless workflow applications. Netherite [157] and Kappa [158] are distributed
execution engines that offers high-level language programming environment to
execute Durable Functions efficiently. These frameworks are complete programming solutions that support advanced features (arbitrary composition, critical
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sections), but they are not well-suited for supporting large, complex analytics
jobs. Because they involve manually combining operators into a DAG utilizing
vendor LOCK-in API. For example, Netflix’s Conductor [159], Zeebe [160], and
AWS Step Function [154] use a JSON schema for authoring workflows, and Fission Workflows [161], Google Cloud Composer [156], and Fn Flow [162], are
somewhat more code-based, as the schema is constructed in code. Without query
optimizer, the customized jobs are error-prone and suboptimal, resulting in significant performance loss, and are seldom reused for streaming workloads. Instead,
Flock supports Dataframe and SQL API to make streaming computation more
accessible to users.
Data passing is a key challenge for chained cloud functions. Pocket [131],
Locus [13] and Caerus [16] implement multi-tier remote storage solutions to improve the performance and cost-efficiency of ephemeral data sharing in serverless jobs. Cloudburst [163] proposes using a cache on each lambda-hosting VM
for fast retrieval of frequently accessed data in a remote key-value store, adding a
modicum of statefulness to serverless workflows. Lambada [14] and Starling [15]
use S3 as exchange operators for shuffling large amounts of data. SONIC [164]
uses a hybrid and dynamic approach to choose data passing methods (VM- or
Remote-Storage) automatically between any two serverless functions. Compared
to state-of-the-practice systems, Flock is the first system to build a steaming query
engine for data passing on cloud function services using the payload of function
invocations, which is a general solution aimed at major cloud vendors without
using external communication mediums.
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Serverless streaming analytics. Flock shares the similar vision with Orleans
on the virtual actor model [165, 166], an actor is automatically activated on demand to enable a serverless event-stream processing service with pay-for-use. The
most similar work to ours may be Apache Flink Stateful Functions [167]. Flink
takes care of the state and messaging, while the application runs as a stateless
Kubernetes deployment, or as FaaS functions. Flink’s TaskManagers are coordinators that manage the state, handle the messaging, invoke the stateful functions
and go through a service that routes the resulting messages to the next respective
target functions, for example a Kubernetes (load-balancing) service, the AWS request gateway for Lambda, etc. Stateful Functions, which are atomic units of isolation, distribution, and durability, are now the building blocks of applications
that are similar to Azure Durable Functions. Flock, on the other hand, is the first
cloud-native streaming processing engine to enable SQL on FaaS with heterogeneous hardware (x86 and ARM) with the ability to shuffle and aggregate data
without the need for a centralized coordinator or remote storage like S3.
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Chapter 4:

BullFrog: Online Schema Evolution via Lazy Evaluation

BullFrog is a relational DBMS that supports single-step schema migrations
— even those that are backwards incompatible — without downtime, and without need for advanced warning. When a schema migration is submitted, BullFrog initiates a logical switch to the new schema, but physically migrates affected
data lazily, as it is accessed by incoming transactions. BullFrog’s internal concurrency control algorithms and data structures enable concurrent processing of
schema migration operations with post-migration transactions, while ensuring
exactly-once migration of all old data into the physical layout required by the new
schema. BullFrog is implemented as an open source extension to PostgreSQL.
Experiments using this prototype over a TPC-C based workload (supplemented
to include schema migrations) show that BullFrog can achieve zero-downtime
migration to non-trivial new schemas with near-invisible impact on transaction
throughput and latency.
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4.1

Introduction
Continuous Deployment (CD), an aspect of DevOps [168], is the increas-

ingly popular practice of frequent, automated deployment of software changes [169,
170], with some practitioners deploying multiple changes per day [171]. To realize the benefits of CD, it must be straightforward to deploy updates to both
front-end code and the database, even when the database’s schema has changed. Unfortunately, this is where current practices run into difficulty. [171] stated in their
retrospective on CD practices at OANDA, ”database schema changes always were
always ad hoc and full of fear.” [169] and [170] confirmed via surveys of more
than 100 experts and practitioners that database schema changes are particularly
challenging to handle. Nonetheless, there is evidence that schema changes are
also frequent: [18] examined changes in releases to a dozen open-source applications and found that schema changes occurred roughly once per week, on average.
In our own examination of the development history of 20 open source Ruby on
Rails applications found on GitHub (including the Sharetribe and GitLab repositories studied by Bailis et al [172]) we found 1,611 schema changes, of which
approximately 20% required significant physical data movement.
Application developers should be free to change the code and database schema
as they see fit, without concern for the complexities of deploying those changes
later. For example, they should be able to delete or add columns or constraints,
join tables, split tables, etc. according to their needs. To deploy an update, the
developer defines an evolution transaction that is used to migrate the existing data
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to the new schema. The CD system uses that transaction to update the current
database, and then deploy the updated front-end instances. If downtime is not
a concern, then the simplest way to do this is to shut down all of the application
instances, migrate the data, and then restart with the new instances. Of course,
downtime frequently is a concern, and with multiple updates happening per day,
the simple shutdown-and-restart approach is unacceptable.
State-of-the-art approaches to schema migration without downtime use a
multi-step approach. In such approaches, the database system migrates a copy of
the data to the new schema in the background, before the front-end instances can
switch over to it. During this migration window, writes to the old schema must
be propagated to the new copy, typically via triggers or log shipping of updates
[173, 174, 175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180]. Aside from the obvious side effect that
such approaches approximately double the resource requirements of the system,
the requirement to delay the front-end application migration until the database
is ready is fundamentally antithetical to the spirit of the continuous deployment
movement.
To avoid such delays, new-version transactions can be rewritten so they work
on the old schema while the data is migrated; rewriting can occur in the other direction too, to allow both application versions to coexist [173, 181, 182, 183, 184,
185]. Unfortunately this limits schema evolution to backwards compatible migrations, since transactions must be rewritable/processable over all active schema
versions. For example, if an application evolves such that data must be inserted
that violates previously defined integrity constraints, the constraints cannot sim114

ply be dropped in the new schema, because doing so would be backwards-incompatible:
this data cannot be inserted into the old schema. To cope, developers may be
forced to employ non-ideal structures and/or temporary tables and front-end code,
thereby accruing technical debt in applications and decay in databases [186], while
adding complexity to the update process (see the OANDA quote above). All of
these problems have pushed application developers toward "NoSQL" databases
that avoid predefined schemas entirely, and never reject writes that use a different
schema than has been previously used.
In this chapter we propose a mechanism for schema evolution, that we call
BullFrog1 , that avoids the delayed deployment of the new schema required in the
multi-step approaches, while also avoiding the migration restrictions and database
decay of the backwards compatible approaches. BullFrog deploys arbitrary schema
changes immediately, in a single step, in conjunction with CD-based updates to
a web-based or mobile service. Rather than introduce downtime by halting existing service while the evolution transaction takes place, BullFrog logically converts
the database to use the new schema immediately without any physical changes of
the stored data. Updated front-end instances may now submit transactions using
the new schema. Doing so prompts BullFrog to migrate any relevant tuples from
the old schema’s tables to the new/updated ones before processing the transaction; i.e., tuples are migrated lazily, as needed. For backward-compatible schema
changes, BullFrog permits old-version front-end instances to be updated gradually; for incompatible changes, front-end instances are updated as a big flip [187];
1

Bullfrogs do not sleep, much like our zero-downtime migration system.
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the latter can be done by simply restarting them (e.g., when they submit an incompatible query [188]), or using a more sophisticated dynamic software updating
scheme [189, 190, 191].
BullFrog uses a light-weight concurrency control mechanism that ensures
exactly-once migration of data under contention. Shared data structures synchronize record migration states and allow database system workers that are processing separate transactions to cooperate in parallel without missing or duplicating
tuples, and without landing in stuck states due to aborts or cyclic dependencies.
We have implemented a prototype of BullFrog as an extension to PostgreSQL.
We use this prototype to evaluate BullFrog by measuring its performance on variations of the standard TPC-C benchmark that include schema migration transactions. We find that under realistic deployment scenarios, BullFrog is able to support complex schema migrations in a near invisible fashion, with no downtime,
no observable effects on system throughput, and limited latency increases. BullFrog is thus the first system, to the best of our knowledge, to support single-step,
non-backwards compatible schema migrations without downtime.
In summary, BullFrog makes the following contributions:
• A proposed system design (BullFrog) that uses lazy schema migration to implement single-step, on-line schema evolution; our proposal is that schema migrations are installed quickly and data is migrated on demand as queries are
serviced subsequently. This approach has the benefit of reducing overall downtime.
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• Algorithms and data structures that achieve efficient, exactly-once physical migration of data under contention.
• An implementation of BullFrog in PostgreSQL supports three major categories
of schema migration: projections, aggregations and joins; they can be used as
primitives for expressing other schema migrations.
• An extension of the TPC-C benchmark that includes non-trivial and non-backwards
compatible schema migrations.Our experiments on this benchmark demonstrate
that our technique can reduce query latencies w.r.t the eager migration techniques by more than an order of magnitude while maintaining acceptable transactional throughput during schema migration.

4.2

Request-Driven Lazy Migration
Many modern database systems, however, allow the schema evolution to

be performed online. Such migrations are mostly restricted to simple schema
changes such as changing the name of a column, adding an index, etc. and does
not handle non-trivial schema changes. We focus on particularly those schema
changes that also results in data movement as a part of the schema change operation. These schema changes take longer to execute with respect to the former
schema changes since it involves movement of data from one table to another.
Typical examples of such schema changes include adding a new column to a table with data values obtained from other tables, selecting only certain columns or
joining two tables to form a new table, splitting a table into two tables, storing a
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table aggregation into another table.
In particular, we propose BullFrog, a system that performs online schema
evolution, where the old schema is migrated lazily to the new schema.

4.2.1

Basic approach
A schema migration request is submitted to BullFrog as one or more DDL

statements. These statements may create new tables or modify or delete existing
tables. Data from existing tables may be specified to initialize or update new or
modified tables. The new schema becomes immediately active as soon as it is processed by BullFrog. For non backwards-compatible "big flip" migrations, the old
schema becomes inactive, and all subsequent requests that access it are rejected.
For requests over the new schema, BullFrog identifies tuples in the old tables that
are potentially relevant, physically migrates them to the new/modified tables, and
then processes the original request on the new/modified tables.
A key question is how to determine which old-schema tuples are “potentially relevant” and should thus be moved to the new tables. In BullFrog this
is done in two steps. First, when the schema change is first installed, a read-only
VIEW is set up between the old and new tables based on the migration statements
submitted by the client. Then, when a user submits a query or transaction against
the new schema, BullFrog uses any predicates that are found in the query to
essentially refine this VIEW, i.e., to limit the set of tuples still located in the old
table(s) that are potentially relevant to the query result.
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Once the relevant tuples are identified any required data movement can take
place (if all data is already present, the transaction can go ahead immediately).
This is done by (1) using the VIEW to convert queries over the new schema into
queries over the old schema using standard database VIEW expansion; (2) extracting clauses from the query plan over the old schema that restrict the set of
tuples that are accessed; (3) inserting these self-same restrictive clauses into the
previously submitted schema migration DDL;2 and (4) processing this subset of
the migration operation and inserting the results into the new tables.
BullFrog ensures that data is migrated from the old to new tables exactly
once, even in the presence of concurrent transactions. Indeed, concurrent transactions can accelerate the migration process by simultaneously operating on different parts of the database, or different parts of the same tables. We discuss the
concurrency module in detail in Section 4.3; the remainder of this section focuses
on transaction rewriting as if there is but a single (sequential) client.
Consider a hypothetical airline flight application with an original schema
containing two tables:
CREATE TABLE FLIGHTS (FLIGHTID CHAR(6) PRIMARY KEY, SOURCE
CHAR(3), DEST CHAR(3), AIRLINEID CHAR(2), DEPARTURE_TIME
TIMESTAMP, ARRIVAL_TIME TIMESTAMP, CAPACITY INT);
CREATE TABLE FLEWON (FLIGHTID CHAR(6), FLIGHTDATE DATE,
PASSENGER_COUNT INT CHECK (PASSENGER_COUNT > 0));

The FLIGHTS table contains general information about active flight routes,
and the FLEWON table contains daily flight statistics.
2

Since the new table has been created already, the original DDL statement is changed to a DML
statement.
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At some point the application developer makes some schema changes: (i)
rename FLEWON to FLEWONINFO; (ii) add a derived attribute, EMPTY_SEATS; (iii) add
attributes ACTUAL_DEPARTURE_TIME and ACTUAL_ARRIVAL_TIME to track the delay
incurred by each flight; and (iv) drop constraint (PASSENGER_COUNT > 0) to allow
for the airline to take packages rather than passengers during a pandemic. Change
(iv) is backward-incompatible.
This change is expressed with the following migration DDL:
CREATE TABLE FLEWONINFO AS (
SELECT F.FLIGHTID AS FID, FLIGHTDATE, PASSENGER_COUNT,
(CAPACITY - PASSENGER_COUNT) AS EMPTY_SEATS,
DEPARTURE_TIME AS EXPECTED_DEPARTURE_TIME,
NULL AS ACTUAL_DEPARTURE_TIME,
ARRIVAL_TIME AS EXPECTED_ARRIVAL_TIME,
NULL AS ACTUAL_ARRIVAL_TIME
FROM

FLIGHTS F, FLEWON FI

WHERE

F.FLIGHTID = FI.FLIGHTID);

Once the migration has been submitted, BullFrog creates a new transaction that creates new, empty tables corresponding to the tables that are created or
modified in the migration request, along with a temporary VIEW (that will only
be used during the migration process) that contains the contents of the migration
request:
CREATE VIEW FLEWONINFO_VIEW AS (
SELECT F.FLIGHTID AS FID, FLIGHTDATE, PASSENGER_COUNT,
...); -- exactly matches FLEWONINFO def above

BullFrog also creates data structures (described in Section 4.3) to control concurrent migration processes and track migration status.
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When the database system receives a client request that references any table
that was added/modified, BullFrog first migrates any relevant data from the old
tables, and then processes the original request over the new ones. To do this,
it uses filtering statements in the client request, typically located in the WHERE
clause of SELECT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements, to limit the scope of the lazy
migration. BullFrog attempts to convert these filters over the new schema into
filters over the old schema that match as few tuples as possible while still yielding
the set needed to fully process the client request.
As an example, consider the following client request.
SELECT * FROM FLEWONINFO WHERE FID = ’AA101’
AND EXTRACT(DAY FROM FLIGHTDATE) = 9;

The FID = ‘AA101’ predicate will be converted into FLIGHTID = ‘AA101’ over the
FLIGHTS and FLEWON tables, while the predicate EXTRACT(DAY FROM FLIGHTDATE)
= 9 will be applied on the FLEWON table. Only those tuples from these old tables
that return true for these converted predicates need to be migrated; all other tuples can be ignored and migrated at a later time.
Although for this example it was straightforward to convert the predicates
over the new schema into predicates over the old schema, in some cases such a
conversion is non-trivial or impossible. In the worst case, all tuples in the old
schema must be deemed potentially relevant (see Section 4.2.4).
BullFrog uses the VIEW that it created during the migration initialization
step discussed above to leverage existing capabilities in database systems to move
filters across schemas. Most database systems implement view expansion to rewrite
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requests over a view into requests over the original tables. BullFrog accesses the
query plan that was generated after view expansion and query optimization, and
extracts any filtering statements over the old schema.
For the example client request, the output from PostgreSQL EXPLAIN (which
shows its query plan) is shown below:
QUERY PLAN
-----------------------------------------------------------Nested Loop
->

(cost=4.34..14.04 rows=1 width=99)

Seq Scan on flights f

(cost=0.00..4.50 rows=1 width=27)

Filter: (flightid = ’AA101’::bpchar)
->

Bitmap Heap Scan on flewon fi
(cost=4.34..9.52 rows=1 width=15)
Recheck Cond: (flightid = ’AA101’::bpchar)
Filter: (date_part(’day’::text, (flightdate)::timestamp
without time zone) = ’9’::double precision)
->

Bitmap Index Scan on flewon_flightid_idx

(cost=0.00..4.34 rows=9 width=0)
Index Cond: (flightid = ’AA101’::bpchar)

The predicates over the view have been converted into predicates over the original
tables; we see the predicate FLIGHTID = ’AA101’ on both FLIGHTS and FLEWON table (line 5 and 13 in the query plan) and the predicate EXTRACT(DAY FROM FLIGHTDATE)
= 9 on the FLEWON table (line 9-10 in the query plan). BullFrog inserts these predicates into a version of the original schema migration DDL, except that the CREATE
TABLE statement in the query is substituted with an INSERT INTO statement, as
shown below.
INSERT INTO FLEWONINFO (
FID, FLIGHTDATE, PASSENGER_COUNT, EMPTY_SEATS,
EXPECTED_DEPARTURE_TIME, ACTUAL_DEPARTURE_TIME,
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EXPECTED_ARRIVAL_TIME, ACTUAL_ARRIVAL_TIME)
(SELECT F.FLIGHTID, FLIGHTDATE, PASSENGER_COUNT,
(CAPACITY - PASSENGER_COUNT),
DEPARTURE_TIME, NULL, ARRIVAL_TIME, NULL
FROM

FLIGHTS F, FLEWON FI

WHERE

F.FLIGHTID = FI.FLIGHTID

AND

F.FLIGHTID = ’AA101’ AND FI.FLIGHTID = ’AA101’

AND

EXTRACT(DAY FROM FLIGHTDATE) = 9);

BullFrog implements DELETE and UPDATE statements by rewriting them
into SELECT statements on the old schema to migrate relevant tuples first, and
then processing the original request on the new schema. This limits BullFrog’s
reliance on views to read-only queries for which view expansion is trivial (via
nesting SQL statements in the FROM clause), and avoids the well-known problem
of performing updates through views.
INSERT commands generally can be performed over the new schema without requiring any prior migration unless there are integrity constraints defined
on the new schema. Such constraints may expand the set of potentially relevant
data beyond the data specified by the client request. For example, if a uniqueness constraint is defined on any column of the new table, then any INSERT commands over the new schema (or updates to the unique attribute) must first migrate records that have potentially conflicting values so that the constraint can be
properly checked over the new schema.
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4.2.2

Background migrations
If parts of the input tables are never deemed relevant for client requests, a

purely lazy system will never migrate them. To ensure that all data is eventually
migrated, BullFrog initiates background migration threads that slowly inject simulated client requests that cumulatively cover the entirety of the old tables. When
these threads finish, the migration is complete and the old schema can be deleted.

4.2.3

Consistency
Unlike many of the state-of-the-art schema migration approaches discussed

in Section 4.1, BullFrog does not maintain replicas as part of its approach. Logically, a given tuple starts in the old schema and eventually migrates to the new
schema, but never exists in both schemas simultaneously. Once it is migrated,
although a stale physical copy may remain in the old schema, the migration status of that tuple prevents it from subsequently being accessed. Thus, there is no
concern for replica consistency in BullFrog3 .
With regard to ACID consistency, BullFrog does not restrict what constraints
may be declared on the old schema or new schema. However, it does not automatically generate integrity constraints based on the integrity constraints that existed
in the old schema. Rather, the schema migration DDL must explicitly (re)declare
any integrity constraints that must be enforced on the new schema. We will analyze the performance impact of needing to migrate coarser units of data in order
3

Such as the notion of consistency used by the CAP [192] and PACELC [193] theorems.
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to check integrity constraints in Section 4.4.5.

4.2.4

Limitations
BullFrog supports any legal SQL that can appear in DDL statements in the

database system, including any legally defined integrity constraint over the new
schema. However, some types of migrations reduce BullFrog’s effectiveness.
First, although BullFrog utilizes views in a read-only fashion, (thereby avoiding the view update problem), any limitations in the view support of the underlying database system is passed through to BullFrog. One situation where this
limitation is manifested is when the migration is expressed using a user-defined
function (UDF) instead of standard SQL. Many database systems support the incorporation of calls to UDFs within views, but treat the UDF as a black box during
query planning. Any filtering conditions that appear within the UDF code will
be invisible to BullFrog and therefore will not be helpful to limit the scope of the
lazy migration.
Second, integrity constraints added during migration may cause arbitrary
data to be dropped. For example, if a uniqueness constraint is added to a table
with duplicates, most existing systems will return an error immediately upon the
ALTER TABLE command that attempted to add the constraint. However, a pure
lazy migration approach would prevent the system from becoming aware of the
problem until after the new schema is already live. Therefore, BullFrog must
either perform a synchronous check upon receiving a potentially problematic mi-
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gration command so that it can return an error in advance, or otherwise proceed
with the pure lazy approach and give a warning that some records may fail to
migrate.

4.3

Lazy Migration, Concurrently
BullFrog must support concurrent client requests that may access overlap-

ping sets of data. Care must be taken to avoid migrating the same tuple more
than once, or deleting it from the old tables prematurely. BullFrog addresses
these problems by using custom data structures and mechanisms to track the status of a tuple as it is migrated. At a high level, the technique involves locking
ranges of data in the old tables to ensure that once one worker begins to migrate
the data, no other concurrent worker can attempt to migrate it unless the first
worker fails. Care is taken to handle situations in which there is not a one-to-one
mapping of tuples under the old schema to tuples under the new schema. Furthermore, efficient data structures are used to track the status of these locks and
the history of previously migrated data. In sum, BullFrog’s design allows conflicting migration efforts to continuously and efficiently make progress migrating
non-conflicting records, and avoid duplicating work for conflicting records.

4.3.1

Migration categories
A schema migration may involve one or more migration statements. Each

migration statement may involve one or more tables from the old schema (“input
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tables") and generate one or more tables in the new schema (“output tables").4 For
each input table in a migration statement, BullFrog classifies it into four broad
categories that dictate how its tuples will be locked and tracked during migration.
One-to-one (1:1) migration. In a 1:1 migration, each tuple in an input table
has at most one corresponding tuple in the output schema (across all the output
tables). Examples of 1:1 migrations include adding one or more columns to a
table, dropping one or more columns from a table, changing the data type of a
column, adding constraints to a table (which may cause the output table to be a
subset of the tuples in the input table), or joining a table to another one using one
of its foreign keys, i.e., a foreign-key, primary-key (FK-PK) join. For 1:1 migrations, BullFrog uses a bitmap to track migration and lock status. There are two
bits per tuple in the input table: one bit corresponding to that tuple’s migration
status, and the other corresponding to its lock status. Bitmaps provide a favorable
space-time trade-off, since they are effective at exploiting bit-level parallelism in
hardware and introduce limited overhead. Tuple-level granularity on migration
and lock status gives BullFrog the flexibility to migrate exactly those tuples that
it has determined to be potentially relevant to a particular client request without
having to drag along unnecessary data during the migration process. However,
BullFrog also provides the capability to track migration and lock status at less
granular levels (e.g. at a page level).
One-to-many (1:n) migration. In a 1:n migration, each tuple in the input
table may (but does not necessarily) produce more than one tuple in the output
4

We ignore migrations that involve zero input or output tables since they are trivial.
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schema. One example of such a migration is where an input table is split into
multiple output tables, with a single input tuple generating a tuple in each of the
output tables. Other examples include the primary key side of a FK-PK join and
either side of a many-to-many join. 1:n migrations work similarly to 1:1 migrations
in that a bitmap is used to track migration and lock status. The only additional detail is that the migration bit for a tuple in the input table cannot be set (indicating
that it has been migrated) until all of its dependent tuples in the output schema
have been generated.
Many-to-one (n:1) migration. In a n:1 migration, a group of tuples from
the same input table combine to generate a single tuple in the output schema. An
example of an n:1 migration is where an output table is formed by performing a
group-by aggregation. For these migrations, BullFrog tracks migration and lock
status at the group level, and uses a hash table instead of a bitmap.
Many-to-many (n:n) migration. n:n migrations are implemented as an extension of n:1 migrations analogous to how 1:n migrations extend 1:1 migrations
as described above. Thus, a hash table is used instead of a bitmap, but the migration bit for a group in the input table is only set once all of the group’s dependent
tuples in the output schema have been generated.
We call 1:1 and 1:n migrations "bitmap migrations", and n:1 and n:n migrations "hashmap migrations", and discuss each of these in more detail in the following subsections.
When the same input table is involved in separate migration statements,
BullFrog maintains multiple data structures for it. For example, if a column is
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Algorithm 1: Per-transaction migration loop.
1

do

2

WIP, SKIP = empty list
Start transaction
Scan via client request predicates, for each tuple, T do
canMigrate = Call Algorithm 2 or 3 for T
if canMigrate == true then Include T in migration.
End transaction
for each tuple or group, G in WIP do
Update G’s status to migrated (not in-progress)
while SKIP is not empty
Run client request on new schema

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

added to a table (1:1 migration) in addition to it generating a new table via a 1:n
join (1:n migration), two bitmaps are allocated to manage the two migration operations on that table.

4.3.2

Migration transaction processing
The migration work precipitated by a client request is performed in a se-

ries of transactions that is separate from, and completed prior to, processing the
client request transaction. Dividing work into multiple transactions simplifies
abort handling and avoids deadlock.
Algorithm 1 shows BullFrog’s per-worker logic for handling a client transaction during schema migration. Two worker-local lists, SKIP and WIP, start off
empty (line 2). After starting a transaction, it iterates through the records in the
old schema deemed to be potentially relevant via the predicate extraction process
described in Section 4.2.1 (lines 3-4). For each relevant record, T is migrated if
Algorithm 2 (bitmap migrations, Section 4.3.3) or Algorithm 3 (hashmap migra-
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tions, Section 4.3.4) says it should be (lines 5-6).
Algorithms 2 and 3 add to WIP tuples or groups for which they returned true,
and add to SKIP those for which they returned false due to an existing migration
effort by a different worker. After the migration transaction completes, the status
of all tuples in WIP are updated to indicate that they have been migrated (lines
8-9) using the data structures to be discussed shortly. Finally, the loop body ends
and the SKIP list is checked (line 10). If it is non-empty, the do loop repeats (in a
fresh transaction) to recheck the status of these skipped tuples and migrate them
in the rare case that the other worker that was migrating them aborted (see Section
4.3.5).

4.3.3

Bitmap migrations
For 1:1 and 1:n migrations, lock and migration status are tracked using two

bits per migration granule, such as a tuple or page. (This section assumes tuple
granularity for simplicity.)
• A migrate bit that is initialized to 0 and is set to 1 when that tuple has been
migrated.
• A lock bit (or "in progress" bit) that is initialized to 0 and is set to 1 when
a worker begins the process of migrating this tuple. Setting the bit to 1 prevents other migration workers from concurrently trying to migrate the same
tuple.
These two bits are stored in adjacent positions in the bitmap so both can be ac130

cessed in a single read of a memory word. The top of Figure 4.1 shows an example bitmap, with [lock-bit migrate-bit] pairs associated with a set of 8 tuples. A
pair of [0 0] in the bitmap indicates that the tuple has not yet started the migration process, [1 0] means that the migration is "in-progress", and [0 1] means the
migration has completed. A state of [1 1] should never occur.
lock-bit migrate-bit

BITMAP 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

w0: migration granules [1, 2]

w1: migration granule [8]

WIP

WIP

8

0 0

0 0

1

2

BITMAP 0

1 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

1

w2: migration granules [4, 6, 7]

w3: migration granules [3, 5, 6]

WIP

WIP

3

4

6

7

5

SKIP

6

BITMAP 0

1 0

1 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 1

0 0

1

BITMAP 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 0

1
Time

Figure 4.1: Schema migration during transaction processing.

The bitmap is protected from concurrent workers by a read-write latch that
allows concurrent reads but requires exclusive access for writes. We partition the
bitmap into separate chunks protected by different latches to reduce cross-worker
latch contention.
To check whether to migrate a particular tuple, the worker runs the pseudocode shown in Algorithm 2. Line 1 checks the migration bit of the tuple. If it is
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Algorithm 2: Check bitmap whether to migrate a given tuple.
Input : shared bitmap bitmap, tuple index in bitmap bkey, local
in-progress lists WIP and SKIP
Output: true, if the worker is permitted to migrate the tuple
1 if migrate bit of bkey in bitmap is not set then
2
if lock bit of bkey in bitmap is set then
3
append bkey to list SKIP
4
return false
5
acquire an exclusive latch on the bitmap
6
if migrate bit of bkey in bitmap is not set then
7
if lock bit of bkey in bitmap is not set then
8
set the lock bit of bkey in bitmap
9
release the latch on bitmap
10
append bkey to list WIP
11
return true
12
else
13
release the latch on bitmap
14
append bkey to list SKIP
15
return false
16
else release the latch on bitmap
17 return false

1, it has already been migrated, so it returns false (line 17). Line 2 checks the lock
bit. If it is 0, the code in lines 5-16 is run, that sets the lock bit to 1 and appends
the tuple identifier into the in-progress list WIP of that worker. All of this is done
after getting an exclusive latch on the bitmap partition and then rechecking the
migration and lock bits to confirm they were not changed before the worker acquired the exclusive latch. If the lock bit is 1, another worker has already started
the process of migrating this tuple. In that case, the code in lines 3-4 and 13-15
adds that tuple to the“skipped tuple” list SKIP for that worker.
Algorithm 1 migrates the tuple and at line 9 sets its status: [0 1].
The example in Figure 4.1 depicts four queries issued over the new schema,
each of which spins up a worker to migrate relevant data (query q1 spins up
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worker w1, query q2 spins up worker w2, etc.). w0 executes simultaneously with
w1, but they do not attempt to migrate the same data, and so can proceed independently. After this, w2 and w3 run concurrently and both attempt to read data
located inside the 6th tuple. Although reads do not conflict with respect to data
access, they do conflict with respect to migration workers, since only one worker
is allowed to migrate this tuple. w2 acquires the lock bit on tuple 6 earlier than w3,
so w2 appends tuple 6 to its WIP, while w3 observes that tuple 6 is locked and so
appends it to its SKIP. When w3 finishes migrating tuples 3 and 5, it checks tuple
6 again to see if it was migrated. If it was, it allows q3 to run on the new schema.
Otherwise, it blocks the query until tuple 6 is migrated or the lock is released.

4.3.4

Hashmap migrations
Both n:1 and n:n migrations require accessing multiple tuples from an input

table in order to produce an output tuple. This means that tuple-level granularity
tracking of migration status is inappropriate—either an entire group of tuples
that combine to form an output tuple should be considered migrated, or none of
them. BullFrog therefore tracks lock/migrate status at the group level for these
migrations. Since mapping arbitrary group identifiers to unique offsets in a dense
bitmap would be complex without advanced knowledge of the complete set of
group identifiers, a hash table is used to track statuses, rather than a bitmap.
Given a tuple in an input table that is potentially relevant to a query result,
Algorithm 3, line 1, determines the group identifier to use as a key into the hash
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Algorithm 3: Tuple eligibility checking for hash migrations.
Input : shared hash table htable and a tuple T,
local in-progress lists WIP and SKIP
Output: true, if the txn is permitted to migrate T
1 Generate group key hkey from T
2 if hkey exists in list WIP then return true
3 if hkey exists in list SKIP then return false
4 if hkey exists in htable then
5
if hkey state in htable is in-progress then
6
append hkey into list SKIP and return false
7
if hkey state in htable is abort then
8
update the pair (hkey, in-progress) in htable
9
append hkey into list WIP and return true
10
return false
11 if htable.insert (hkey, in-progress) already exists then
12
GOTO LINE 7
13 else append hkey into list WIP and return true

table. For example, for a GROUP BY migration statement, the group identifier is
constructed from the value of the attribute(s) that appear in the GROUP BY clause.
With this key, the worker executes the remaining code in Algorithm 3.
Line 2: If the key exists in the list WIP, this means that this same worker has
already decided to migrate a different tuple from the same group. Since the entire
group must be migrated together, the worker must migrate the current tuple as
well.
Line 3: If the key is found in the list SKIP, a different worker was already
found to be migrating the group associated with this tuple and so it will be skipped
by the current worker and revisited a later point to check whether the other worker
successfully completed the migration of this group, as we described in Section
4.3.2.
Lines 4-10: If the key is found in the global hash table (but not the local lists),
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its current lock/migration status is checked. If it is locked but not yet migrated,
this implies that the migration is in-progress by another worker, and the key is
appended to the local list SKIP. If it is neither locked nor migrated, this implies
that a different worker started the process of migrating it, but aborted. The worker
thus (exclusively) updates the lock status to acquire the lock and appends the key
to the local list WIP.
Lines 11-13: If the key is not found in the hash table, this implies that the data
is neither locked nor migrated. The worker attempts to acquire a latch on the hash
table5 and insert the key with a value of “in progress" (locked but not migrated)
into the hash table. If after acquiring the latch it finds that the key had already
been inserted by another worker in between the initial check and the point where
the latch was acquired, it releases the latch and runs the same code that would
have been run if it had initially found the key in the hash table (line 12). Otherwise, the key is inserted into the local list WIP and the migration of that tuple can
proceed (line 13).
Algorithm 1 performs the migration of the group, and updates its key in the
hash table to a status of migrated at line 9.

4.3.5

Migration aborts
When a migration transaction aborts, after the standard database system

code is run to handle the abort, BullFrog5 must inject additional code that tra5

Similar to what we described in Section 4.3.3 for the bitmap, the hash table is partitioned and
each partition is protected by a separate latch in order to reduce cross-worker contention that
would arise if there were a global latch for the entire hash table. Deadlock does not occur since
two latches are never acquired simultaneously.
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verses the aborted worker’s WIP list, and for each element, the corresponding key
is accessed in the bitmap or hash table and set to [0 0] in the bitmap or abort in
the hash table.
Figure 4.2 depicts an example of abort handling for bitmap migrations. Workers w2 and w3 both access the 6th tuple in addition to other tuples. w2 accesses it
first and grabs that lock and puts it in its WIP, while w3 sees that it is locked and
puts it in its SKIP. After migrating tuples 4, 6, and 7, but before it commits, w2
gets aborted. This causes the underlying system to undo the insertion of the new
tuples in the output tables that were caused by the migration of tuples 4, 6, and
7. At the end of the abort logic, BullFrog iterates through w2’s WIP and resets the
lock and migration statuses of those keys back to [0 0]. When tuple 6’s status is
reset to [0 0], w3 (which had been looping, waiting for the migration of tuple 6 to
complete or abort) can migrate that tuple itself.
BullFrog’s status tracking data structures are stored in volatile memory.
Upon a crash, they must be reinitialized. While the REDO log is scanned during recovery, for each tuple (or group) that is found in a committed migration
transaction, the corresponding status is set to [0 1] in the bitmap or migrated in
the hashmap.6

4.3.6

Joins
As we described in Section 4.3.1, joins can either be 1:1 migrations or 1:n

migrations depending on the type of join. For example, a foreign-key/primary6

We have yet to implement this feature in the BullFrog codebase.
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Figure 4.2: Transaction abort handling.
key join is a 1:n migration relative to the primary key input table (PKIT), while at
the same time being a 1:1 migration relative to the foreign-key input table (FKIT).
However, we said for 1:n migrations, a tuple cannot be considered migrated until
the n tuples that it generates have been migrated. Consider a tuple to migrate
from the FKIT with a foreign key of 4. Since this is a 1:1 migration relative to the
FKIT, the tuple from the PKIT with a primary key of 4 is extracted and joined with
this tuple to produce the migrated version of it. After the migrated version has
been successfully inserted into the output table, the input tuple in the FKIT can be
marked in the bitmap as being migrated. However, the tuple in the PKIT that it
joined with (the one with primary key of 4) cannot be considered migrated, since
it is a 1:n migration and there may be other tuples in the FKIT with a foreign key
of 4. There are two options for what to do next in such a scenario:
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(1) Immediately migrate all other tuples in the FKIT with the same foreign key. This
allows BullFrog to mark the key in the primary key table as migrated at the completion of this migration. However, this turns the 1:1 migration on the FKIT side
into a n:n migration.
(2) Stop at this point without adding any additional tuples to this particular migration
task. This option provides BullFrog with more flexibility to migrate lazily, and
maintains the simpler 1:1 migration semantics on the FKIT. However, maintaining migration status for the PKIT requires occasional coordination with the FKIT
to learn when all tuples with a particular value have been migrated.
In general, the second option is preferable when the cardinality of the foreign
key is small or when there is skew such that large chunks of the FKIT would be
forced to be migrated at once. In practice, when BullFrog uses the second option
in the context of an inner join, it does not attempt to maintain the migration status
of the PKIT. Furthermore, it does not maintain the lock status on the PKIT, since
the unit of migration is entirely determined by individual tuples in the FKIT, and
there are no semantic issues that arise when two different tuples from the FKIT are
being migrated concurrently and access the same tuple from the PKIT. If an entire
PKIT tuple is to be migrated, then all tuples from the FKIT that it joins with must
be locked. Thus, there are no lock status or migration status bitmaps associated
with the PKIT. Correspondingly, when using the first option in the context of an
inner join, the unit of migration is entirely determined by individual tuples in the
PKIT, so BullFrog does not maintain lock or migration bitmaps on the FKIT.
For many-to-many joins, BullFrog provides the same two options for main138

taining the lock and migration status discussed above. However, both input tables
are considered a 1:n migration with respect to the other table so it may be impossible to avoid migrating large chunks of data within individual migration tasks if
there is skew in the attribute(s) involved in the join condition. Therefore, BullFrog also provides a third option of tracking status based on the combination of
tuples from the two tables involved in the join, which increases the granularity
of the lazy migration. I.e., instead of x.tupleID → (lock_status, migrate_status)
it is (x.tupleID, y.tupleID) → (lock_status, migrate_status). BullFrog uses the
hashmap technique described in Section 4.3.4 to track migration status.

4.3.7

Conflict detection
In some cases, instead of using BullFrog’s lock data structures, it would

be possible to leverage the underlying database system to prevent duplicate migrations via SQL clauses such as ON CONFLICT DO NOTHING. Unfortunately, this
method of preventing duplicate migrations has limited applicability. First, the
output tables must have a uniqueness constraint declared on an attribute. Many
database systems, such as PostgreSQL, require a B-tree index on any attribute declared to be unique. This uniqueness constraint must have been declared on a
deterministic attribute whose value is based directly on values of data in the input table(s). Therefore, a primary key generated by an auto-increment function
would not be eligible. Even though this primary key is unique, the duplicate insertion during the migration process will not be detected – instead the record will
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be inserted twice, with the system generating different unique primary keys for
each record.
When applicable, this technique prevents the additional accesses to the old
schema on behalf of migration transactions that are blocked, waiting for the old
schema to be released. However, it detects conflict at a later stage (at the point
of insert into the new schema) and therefore may incur additional wasted work
upon a conflict. BullFrog supports both methods for handling migrations and
we experimentally compare them in Section 4.4.

4.4

Experimental Evaluation
We implemented a complete prototype of BullFrog on top of PostgreSQL

11.0. Our implementation leverages PostgreSQL’s existing view expansion and
query rewriting/optimization functionalities – we did not have to modify any core
PostgreSQL code. Our bitmap data structures (see Section 4.3.3) use PostgreSQL’s
existing TIDs for mapping tuples to bits in the bitmap.
The primary goal of our experimental evaluation is to understand the downtime implications of single-step migration algorithms in which the database switches
from the old to new schema immediately; such single-step migrations historically
have required extensive downtime. To this end, we experimentally evaluate the
lazy migration algorithms of BullFrog and compare their performance under various configurations against eager migration. In eager migration, the system immediately physically moves all data stored under the old schema into tables in the
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new schema prior to becoming available to client requests over the new schema.
In addition, we also benchmark BullFrog against a multi-step migration
implementation in which a schema change is registered with the system ahead
of time, and the system copies data into the new schema in a background process. Reads are served from the old schema, while writes go to both schemas.
Although BullFrog is targeted for single-step deployment scenarios where giving advanced notification of a schema change is impossible, impractical, or simply
too burdensome (see Sections 4.1 and 4.5), there are also some performance differences between single-step and multi-step algorithms that these experiments can
illuminate.
For the BullFrog algorithms, we compare solutions that perform duplicate
migration detection at time of insert into the new schema via PostgreSQL’s ON
CONFLICT clause (see Section 4.3.7) with solutions that detect duplication prior to
generation of the migrated record (see Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4).

Workload We developed a variation of TPC-C that includes schema migrations.
TPC-C models the transactions involved in placing and delivering orders in a retail application; and querying stock levels of merchandise. The workload is defined by a mix of transactions according to the following percentages: NewOrder
(45%), Payment (43%), Delivery (4%), OrderStatus (4%) and StockLevel (4%).
StockLevel and OrderStatus are external read queries. The schema defined by
the TPC-C benchmark consists of nine tables. Our experiments evolve the original
schema in various ways, the specifics of which will be discussed in the following
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sections.

Experimental Platform We use OLTP-Bench [194] to set up and run our experiments. OLTP-Bench has the ability to support tight control of transaction mixtures, request rates, and access distributions over time. We measure throughput as transactions per second and the end-to-end latency as the time from when
the client issues a transaction request until the response is received. Maximum
throughput measurements are taken by increasing the rate that clients submit requests until the latency of these requests starts to increase due to queuing delays. The measurements for all of our throughput experiments are averaged over
10 runs, but we found that the variance across runs in each of our experiments
was negligible. Latency experiments are presented using cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs), and each plot shows a distribution over at least 50,000 points.
We run our experiments on an eight-core 2.50GHz Intel Core i7 using 16GB of
memory. We dedicate all eight cores to workers within the transaction processing
engine.

4.4.1

Table split migration
In our first experiment, the baseline TPC-C schema incurs a relatively sim-

ple migration: the customer table is split into two tables, where its original set of
columns are divided across the two new tables, except for the primary key which
appears in both new tables. Each new table contains the same number of tuples
as the original customer table. One table includes the customer’s personal finan-
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cial information (balance, payment, credit, etc.) and the other has the customer’s
less private information (city, state, zip). Using the terms we described in Section
4.3.1, this is a 1:n migration with respect to the original customer table, since for
every row in the customer table there are two rows generated (one row for each of
the new tables). Therefore, BullFrog uses a bitmap data structure to track the migration. In this experiment, we use the TPC-C configuration with 50 warehouses,
which therefore causes the benchmark to generate 1.5 million records in the customer table. Four out of the five TPC-C transaction types access the customer
table—NewOrder, Payment, Delivery and OrderStatus and are straightforwardly
modified to be compatible with the new customer tables.
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Figure 4.3: Throughput during table-split migration.

Figure 4.3 shows how the throughput of transaction processing varies dur-
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ing the different phases of the schema migration. Figure 4.3(a) shows the common case where the system is not overloaded at the time of the migration, and the
system can devote extra resources to the additional work involved in migrating to
a new schema. Figure 4.3(b) shows the same experiment, except that the clients
are already submitting requests at the maximum rate at which the system is able
to keep up (without falling behind) before the migration, and thus the additional
migration work necessarily forces the system to fall behind. The migration begins
for all implementations at the purple circle and ends for each system at the later
corresponding circles marked in the figure.
Eager migration takes approximately 80 seconds to complete. This time is
independent of client request load because all requests that access the customer
table during the migration are queued, and the performance of the migration itself is not affected by the size of this queue of waiting transactions. Throughput
does not dip all the way to 0 since the StockLevel transaction does not access the
customer table and can be processed even during an eager migration. When the
client load is 450 transactions per second (TPS), there is enough system headroom
for the eager migration system to catch up after the migration. This observed in
Figure 4.3(a) by a temporary increase in throughput after the migration relative
to the throughput before the migration began. When the client load is maxed out
at 700 TPS (Figure 4.3(b)), the eager system can never catch up after the migration and cannot decrease the size of the request queue that built up during the
migration.
For the lazy migration algorithms, the total time to complete the migration
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is longer since they process active client requests concurrently with performing
the migration. Nonetheless, the background process discussed in Section 4.2.2
enables the migration to complete within the time window shown in the figure.
Without the background process (the dotted lines in the figure), the TPC-C benchmark does not access enough distinct tuples to complete the migration within the
experimental time window. Throughput steadily degrades as the tables in the
new schema become larger and slower to access, while access costs to the fixedsize old schema remains constant despite the increasing percentage of transactions that find out that all relevant tuples have already been migrated.
Lazy migration throughput is unaffected by the migration when the client
request rate is at 450 TPS. The additional per-transaction overhead of lazily migrating relevant records to the new schema tables is hidden by the spare capacity of the system. However, when the client load is maxed out at 700 TPS, the
throughput is ultimately affected by the migration. At first, the migration overhead is visible in transaction latency, but throughput is not affected. Eventually,
OLTP-Bench is forced to queue transactions before sending them to PostgreSQL,
and the throughput drops along with the additional queuing latency. The performance of the bitmap vs. on-conflict approaches are similar. In addition to
the more steady throughput curves, the lazy migration also performs 13% more
transactions overall than the eager migration approach during this experimental
window. We attribute this additional efficiency to the improved cache efficiency
of bringing in a tuple into cache just once to both migrate it and use it as part of
an active client request.
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For lazy migration, background migration threads do not begin until 20 seconds after migration initiates, since at first, the client requests themselves are sufficient to keep the migration progress moving along. Only later do the background
threads start and search for data to migrate that has not yet been covered by a
client request. In contrast, for multi-step migration, the entire migration process
happens in the background. Therefore, the background threads start immediately
which causes an earlier performance drop.
Surprisingly, in contrast to lazy migration in which the background threads
help accelerate the completion of the migration, multi-step migration takes longer
to complete than lazy migration despite the presence of background threads throughout the migration. The reason is that during the early stages of multi-step migration, most data exists only in the old schema, and updates are only performed in
the old schema. However, as migration continues, a larger percentage of data has
been migrated to the new schema. Any updates to migrated data must happen
twice – in the new and old schema – since the old schema must be able to serve
reads until the migration completes. Therefore, as the migration progresses, the
multi-step migration needs to perform additional work relative to lazy migration
(which never has to perform updates on the old schema). This is observed in the
experiments by a steadily dropping throughput for multi-step migration, until the
migration completes.
Figure 4.4 shows a CDF of client request latency for the same experiment,
starting at the point the migration begins until the end of the experimental window from Figure 4.3. Latency results are plotted for only one transaction type
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Figure 4.4: Latency during table split migration.
(the most complex – NewOrder) in order to avoid variations due to the different
complexities of different TPC-C transaction types. When the client request rate is
700 TPS, the eager migration algorithm is never able to catch up. Thus, the 80 second downtime required to perform the migration is experienced not only by the
requests that were submitted during the downtime, but also by the requests that
were submitted afterwards, since the size if the request queue never has a chance
to decrease. In contrast, at 450 TPS, the eager system is able to catch up. Therefore,
the CDF appears as a step – the left side of the graph shows the requests that were
submitted after the system catches up, while the right side shows the latency of
transactions before the system catches up. The multi-step and lazy schemes, are
also never able to catch up when then are no spare resources in the system at 700
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TPS. However, because of its superior throughput, BullFrog never gets as far behind as the other algorithms, and both the BullFrog and multi-steps algorithms
fall behind at a more steady rate because of their lack of downtime. The poor latency for multi-step at 450 TPS is caused by the throughput dip from Figure 4.3
and resulting queuing delays. Overall, the latency of the lazy algorithms is up
to an order of magnitude better than the eager and multi-step algorithms and is
comparable to the latency of TPC-C without any migration.

4.4.2

Aggregate Migration
The Delivery transaction collects a number of the oldest undelivered orders

and marks them as having been delivered. As part of this process, it performs an
implicit aggregate operation as follows:
SELECT SUM(OL_AMOUNT) AS OL_TOTAL FROM ORDER_LINE
WHERE OL_O_ID = ? AND OL_D_ID = ? AND OL_W_ID = ?;

In our next experiment, we model a schema evolution in which this aggregation is maintained as a separate table. This evolution can be thought of as a
materialized view that is maintained by the application instead of the database
system. The migration request runs the initial aggregation of the 15 million tuples in the ORDER_LINE table, and all future transactions update both the original
and aggregated version of this table.
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the throughput and latency of this experiment using the same methodology as Figures 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Using the terminology from Section 4.3.1, this is a n:1 migration with respect to the ORDER_LINE
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Figure 4.5: Throughput during aggregation migration.
table (in contrast to the previous experiment which was a 1:n migration). Therefore, BullFrog uses a hashmap data structure instead of a bitmap to track the
migration. Nonetheless, the results of this experiment are similar to the tablesplit experiment where throughput and latency are not affected by the migration
at 450 TPS, but all systems fall behind at 700 TPS. However, the amount of data
that must be written as part of the aggregation migration is smaller (since the
output table is small), so the migration is cheaper and the window of throughput
reductions for all approaches is smaller and the systems fall less behind.

4.4.3

Join Migration
TPC-C’s StockLevel transaction is a read-only transaction that scans a ware-

house’s inventory for items which are (or close to being) out of stock. As part of
this process, a join occurs:
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Figure 4.6: Latency during aggregation migration.
SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT (S_I_ID)) AS STOCK_COUNT
FROM ORDER_LINE, STOCK WHERE S_I_ID = OL_I_ID ...;

We model a situation where the application developers prioritize the performance of StockLevel queries by denormalizing the schema so that the order line
and stock tables are already joined. The new schema includes this new table –
named orderline_stock – instead of the original order line and stock tables. All
transactions that accessed the old tables are replaced by new transactions against
the orderline_stock table that consists of close to 8 million tuples.
Figure 4.7 shows the throughput results of this experiment and Figure 4.8
shows the latency results. This join is the most resource intensive of all the migrations we have experimented with, and thus the throughput dip of all systems,
including multi-step migration, is more extended (except BullFrog at 450 TPS
which still has no throughput dip). The eager approach experienced over 200
seconds of downtime. The join involved in the migration is a many-to-many join,
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Figure 4.7: Throughput during join migration.
and BullFrog uses the hashmap-based n:n migration approach discussed in Section 4.3.6. When BullFrog attempts to perform the migration during a period of
maximum load (700 TPS), latency steadily increases to 10 seconds per transaction, until PostgreSQL reaches its maximum number of concurrent transactions.
At this point, throughput dips by approximately 100 TPS as OLTP-Bench queues
transactions. After the migration completes, the throughput returns to its original level since the new pre-joined table is designed to accelerate the StockLevel
transaction which appears relatively infrequently in TPC-C (4% of transactions).
Furthermore, the orderline_stock table retains all secondary indexes of the two
tables that generated it. However, latency never returns to its original level since
the system is running at maximum load and can never catch up. The same is true
of the eager system, but since it got further behind, the steady latency after the migration is an order of magnitude higher than BullFrog. Thus the lazy approaches
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Figure 4.8: Latency during join migration.
are superior to the eager and multi-step approaches, both in terms of the size of
the throughput dip and also the increase in latency.

4.4.4

Tracking Overhead
We now investigate some sources of overhead in BullFrog. All experiments

in this section use the table split migration.

4.4.4.1

Data Structure Maintenance

We first measure the overhead data structure maintenance in BullFrog by
comparing BullFrog performance with a version where no data structures are
necessary. Instead, the application is modified such that the NewOrder transactions cumulatively access each tuple in the old schema exactly once, rendering
migration status tracking unnecessary. Figure 4.9 shows the throughput and latency improvements of removing the tracking data structures is small since they
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do not introduce significant overhead.

4.4.4.2

Lock and Latch Contention

In this experiment, we create a variable number of hot records over which
transactions exclusively access. Decreasing the size of this hot set increases the
contention in the workload, and causes two potential problems for BullFrog.
First, it increases the probability of duplicate, simultaneous attempts to migrate
a tuple, which causes one of them to block until the first one completes the migration. Second, it increases latch contention for the hot partitions in BullFrog’s
data structures. Figure 4.10 shows that decreasing the hot set from 1,500,000 to
15,000 records indeed causes a longer drop in throughput during the migration.
We verified that this was due to lock contention (and not latch contention) by rerunning the same experiment without making transactions wait upon reaching a
locked record. We found that the performance drop was due to transactions repeating the loop through the set of records to migrate, waiting for the lock to be
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Figure 4.10: Skewed data access.
released (line 10 from Algorithm 1). This increases the latency of the transaction
and reduces the number of transactions that can processed concurrently, thereby
extending the migration time. However, for very small hot sets, the opposite phenomena is observed. The hot set gets quickly migrated, and the rest of the migration is performed by the background threads which can proceed efficiently and
independently with minor impact on throughput.

4.4.4.3

Migration Granularity

We next vary the granularity of migration. Instead of tracking migration
status at the tuple level, it is done at the page level, and we vary the size of pages
and contention in the workload. Figure 4.11 shows that migrating data in larger
chunks increases the latency of each operation, but allows the migration to complete more quickly. At 450 TPS, single-tuple granularity is best at low contention,
since no matter the granularity, BullFrog can keep up with the request rate, so the
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latency advantage of fine granularity is preferable. However, under higher contention, coarse granularity migration is preferred, since the latency benefit of migrating with tuple granularity is negated by the additional queuing delays caused
by the extended migration period. This is also the case when running at 700 TPS.

4.4.5

Integrity Constraints
We next evaluate the overhead of constraint preservation during a migra-

tion. The TPC-C benchmark includes foreign key constraints from the Customer
table to Order and District. In Figure 4.12(a) we remove one (green line) or both
(pink line) constraints to observe the improvement in performance from avoiding the overhead of migrating additional data in order to check the constraints. As
explained in Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.3, and 4.2.4, the presence of integrity constraints
in the new schema limits the laziness in which BullFrog can work, since it must
migrate not only the data being accessed by the client request, but also all data necessary to check the integrity constraints in the new schema. Since not all transactions in TPC-C access the customer table, the difference in performance was hard
to observe. Therefore, we repeated the same experiment, but removed the transactions that do not access the customer table from the workload. These results are
presented in Figure 4.12(b), where the overhead of constraint preservation manifests primarily as an earlier drop in throughput. This is because the additional
data that is migrated per transaction limits the number of transactions that can be
processed concurrently which accelerates the point at which the DB pushes back
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Figure 4.12: FOREIGN KEY constraints on table split migration.
on OLTP-Bench to reduce the input workload.

4.5

Related Work
[173] describes online schema evolution using triggers in a telecom database

which is not allowed to be down for more than a minute in a year. The paper proposes two different ways to update the schema: soft schema change and hard
schema change. For soft schema changes, old transactions are executed using the
old schema and new transactions are processed using new schema. Old and new
transactions can execute concurrently. For hard schema changes, transactions in
the old schema are executed until all of them have finished executing. Thereafter
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the system switches over to using the new schema. However, even the hard switch
uses a multi-phase process in which triggers are used to prepare the new schema
in advance of the switch. In contrast, BullFrog supports single-step schema evolution.
The work on non-blocking schema change in F1 by Google works similarly
to the “soft schema change” mechanism described by Ronstrom [184]. Schema
changes are done asynchronously across servers. Since F1 is a distributed system with no synchronization across the servers, different servers may transition
to the new schema at different times and multiple schema versions may be in use
simultaneously. To simplify reasoning about correctness of the implementation,
the authors restrict the servers in an F1 instance from using more than two distinct schema versions. Tools such as LessQL [185] facilitate automatic rewriting
of queries to use evolved versions of a schema. However, soft schema change solutions restrict the scope of the schema evolution to ensure capability across all
active schema versions. In contrast, BullFrog uses a more general approach that
does not restrict the scope of the migration operations.
A host of schema migration tools generalize the state-of-the-art multi-step
schema migration process, including Percona online schema change [174], Facebook online schema change [175], OAK online alter table [176] and LHM [177].
In the first step, the new schema is registered without yet becoming actively used.
Writes performed to a source table (from the old schema) are propagated into a
shadow table (for the new schema) that is gradually synchronized in the background using triggers. After all the data has been migrated, the second step in158

volves switching over to the new schema by locking the source table briefly and
renaming the shadow table (if necessary) to bring it online. The work on QuantumDB [183] along with the dissertation by [178] use a similar approach which
use a combination of materialized views and triggers for maintaining consistency
with the original tables while they are updated. In addition to the general disadvantages of multi-step migrations that we discussed in the introduction, all of
these tools use update/insert triggers for applying the changes from the old table to the new table. Triggers are known to increase lock contention and at times
render the table or the entire database inaccessible due to contention [195].
[179] avoid the use of triggers by using log propagation to perform nonblocking schema transformation. Similarly, Github’s online schema change tool
gh-ost slowly and incrementally copies existing data from the source table to
the shadow table while using the binary log stream in MySQL to capture ongoing changes on the source table, and replaying them to the shadow table asynchronously [180]. When the write load gets higher, gh-ost can’t keep up with
binary log, and may not finish at all [196]. Since these techniques read from the
log files, there is a delay in between the time the changes are committed in the
original table and the time they are applied to the shadow table. Similar to the
other multi-step migration techniques we discussed above, these techniques allow queries to execute over the new schema only after the shadow table is caught
up to the source.
Schema migration shares some complexities with database migration in which
a database is moved from a source node to a destination node, and the copy on
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the source node is either kept or deleted after the migration [197, 198, 199, 200].
There also exists lazy implementations of database migration, in which data is
pulled to the destination node as it is needed [201, 202], with background processes that ensure all data is eventually migrated, similar in theme to BullFrog.
However, these lazy approaches do not make significant changes to the schema
during migration. At most, simple 1:1 schema migrations are allowed such as type
changes of an attribute. In contrast, BullFrog implements lazy schema migration
that supports an arbitrary number of complex schema changes, including 1:n, n:1,
and n:n migrations.
Our goal of single-step schema evolution is driven by the software maintenance community. For example, the work on KVolve starts with the same singlestep migration requirement [188] and uses a lazy migration approach in the context of migrating an application on top of a NoSQL database (Redis). NoSQL
databases are widely used by continuous deployment practitioners since they
typically do not enforce schema constraints. Our work on BullFrog proves that
lazy migration can be used for traditional relational database systems that enforce
schema constraints and require physical data reorganization during a schema migration.
BullFrog’s lazy approach to schema migration can be thought of as combining previous work on lazy transaction processing in database systems [203] with
transaction decomposition [204, 205, 206] such that a large migration transaction
is decomposed into separate smaller transactions that are processed lazily.
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4.6

Summary
As applications and database systems increasingly evolve in lockstep, the

database system must support single-step migration where the database must instantaneously switch over to a new schema with no downtime. BullFrog succeeds in using a lazy migration approach so that the new schema can be instantaneously ready for access even when the physical data has not yet been migrated to
the new schema. Experiments show that BullFrog’s lazy approach only causes
a slight reduction in throughput and increase in latency during the migration,
in contrast to eager approaches that cannot process any transactions during the
migration.
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Chapter 5:

5.1

Conclusion and Future Work

Conclusion
With the growing scale of data and the demands on data analytics, the struc-

tured metadata and unstructured byte contents of the files managed within distributed file systems or object stores scale commensurately. We built FileScale, a
three-tiered distributed architecture that incorporates a distributed main-memory
database system at the lowest layer, along with distributed caching and routing
functionality above it, so that most requests can be served with asynchronous,
batched interactions with the database layer. FileScale’s architecture enables elastic scaling of each layer in the architecture independently.
Stream-processing workloads and modern shared cluster environments exhibit high variability and unpredictability. An ideal event-stream processing service with pay-for-use and SLAs must be performance competitive, scalable, highly
available, and low cost. FaaS is a cloud computing service that allows developers
to build, compute, run, and manage application packages as functions without
maintaining their infrastructure. FaaS is becoming increasingly popular due to
its ease of programming, fast elasticity, and fine-grained billing. We built Flock,
a cloud-native streaming query engine that enables SQL on FaaS platforms with
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heterogeneous hardware with the ability to shuffle and aggregate data without
the need for a centralized coordinator or remote storage like S3.
Continuous deployment is the increasingly popular practice of frequent,
automated deployment of software changes, with some practitioners deploying
multiple changes per day. To realize the benefits of continuous deployment, it
must be straightforward to deploy updates to both front-end code and the database,
even when the database’s schema has changed. Furthermore, as applications and
database systems increasingly evolve in lock-step, the database system must support single-step migration where the database must instantaneously switch over
to a new schema with no downtime. As a result, we built BullFrog, an extension
to PostgreSQL, to support single-step, non-backwards compatible schema migrations without downtime.

5.2

Future Work
According to the Seattle report on database research [207], database systems

offered as cloud services are widely used and have witnessed explosive growth.
As a result, I believe there will be further tremendous opportunities to build the
next-generation cloud data architecture.
Cloud Functions. Cloud customers choose serverless computing because it
allows them to stay focused on solving problems unique to their domain or business rather than on server administration or distributed systems problems. In
practice, customers realize substantial cost savings when porting applications to
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serverless. In addition, the advent of modern FaaS platforms like AWS Lambda [7]
and Google Cloud Functions [8] heralded a new way of thinking about cloudbased applications: a move away from monolithic, slow-moving applications toward more distributed, event-based, serverless applications based on lightweight,
single-purpose functions where managing underlying infrastructure was a thing
of the past.
However, some cloud customers have raised concerns about vendor lock-in,
fearing reduced bargaining power when negotiating prices with cloud providers.
The resulting switching costs benefit the largest and most established cloud providers
and incentivize them to promote complex proprietary APIs that are resistant to
de facto standardization. Standardized and straightforward abstractions, such as
SQL introduced by Flock, would remove serverless adoption’s most prominent
remaining economic hurdle.
Differentiation of cloud functions amongst cloud suppliers is becoming more
common. Many traditional applications, for example, perform poorly when constrained to a single-request model in FaaS platforms. Google Cloud Functions
allows for up to 1,000 concurrent requests on a single instance of an application,
providing a far greater level of efficiency [136]. This per-instance concurrency is
a game-changer in the distributed query engine for cloud function services, since
it enables efficient shuffling. We can extend Flock to popular FaaS platforms and
assess which platform is best for developing a high-performance, low-cost query
engine.
Data Mesh and Governance. Data Mesh [208] proposes a peer-to-peer ap164

proach to scale out data sharing and consumption aligned with the axes of organizational growth, enable agility by removing centralized bottlenecks of data teams
and warehouse or lake architecture, and increase resiliency of the analytics and
ML solutions by removing complex data pipelines. Data Mesh is a new approach
in sourcing, managing, and accessing data for analytical use cases at scale, which
shifts data governance from a top-down centralized operational model with human interventions, to a federated model with computational policies embedded
in the nodes on the mesh. There are many unanswered questions here. For example, how can data mesh governance be automated for a consistent, connected,
and trustworthy experience?
We hope that continued experience with these systems will help us address
the challenges in cloud computing and lead to solutions that are applicable to
real-world scenarios.
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